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ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.

The new home at Fordham N. V.,
for the Boys' Orphan Asylum of the
diocesewas formally opened May 20,
though the Sisters and orphan boys
took possession last November.
The Rev. Moktimek E. Twomey,
assistant for the past eight years
at the church of the Immaculate
Conception, Maiden, has been appointed to the pastorate of St. Bernard's Church, Concord, Mass.
Fifteen postulants received the
holy habit, and two novices made
their final vows, May 4, at the convent of Sisters of Charity of the Incarnate Word, Galveston, Tex.
Sinck the Apostolate Band of the
New York Archdiocese was established, it has received into the
Church 941 converts ; and this one
fact, which speaks volumes for the
work, represents only one side of
its evangelical activity.
The donations to the Apostolic
Mission House during the past week
have amounted to several thousand
dollars. The most notable gift was

The Rev. Peter Fischer, P. R,,
of St. Anthony of Padua's Church,
Chicago, 111., and a diocesan consuitor, one of the best-known priests
in that archdiocese, died May 10.
He was born in Bavaria in 1*32, and
and was ordained in this country in
1860.

The Ret. Mr. Evans, formerly
(Anglican)
Mission, Shoreditch, London, Eng.,
has been received into the Catholic
Church, the ceremony taking place
in Florence, where he received also
thesacramentofConfirmation. Ninety-three of his former parishioners
have been, for some time, under instruction at St. Mary's, Moorfields,
for reception into the Church.
Thk Most Rev. Jamks E. Quigley, D. D., archbishop of Chicago,
consecrated St. Elizabeth's Church
in that city May 10. The sermon
was delivered by Bishop Spalding
of Peoria. The pastor, Rev. D. J.
Riordan, is a brother of Archbishop
Riordan of San Francisco, who, with
Archbishop Keane of Dubuque, was
present on the occasion.
A class of 614 persons was confirmed, May 10, in the church of the
Holy iu,, ry Baltimore, Md., by
Cardinal Gibbons, <wSi B ted by the
Right Rev. Joseph H. Higgins,
rector of St. Michael's

_

D. IX, of liockhampton, Queensland,
Australia. In this large class were
about 250 adults, including many
Poles, who in their native land on
account of Russian oppression had
had no opportunity to receive this
sacrament.

The Sodalities of young men and
young ladies connected with Holy
Trinity Church, Boston, sent a joint
address to Pope Leo XIII. on the
occasion of his silver jubilee. This
address was signed by 672 members,
each of whom promised to offer
twelve Holy Communions for the
Sovereign Pontiff during the year
1903. A letter of warm appreciation has been received, through Pope
Leo's secretary and the Father General of the Jesuits, wherein the Pcpe
grants, with thefull effusion of his
"
loving heart," his blessing to each
signer and to their respective families ; and has also extended this
blessing to the director of each
sodality, to the Fathers of the house
attached to the church, " and to all
who will visit their church."
The Manhattanville Pupils' Association, at their annual meeting
held at the convent, New York,
May 20, the anniversary of the
foundation of that. institution,
adopted a resolution protesting, on
behalf of 4,000 or more Catholic
women, against the expulsion of
the religious orders from France.
This action was taken after hearing
a pathetic letter, written by Mother
Digby, head of the order in France,
to the superior of Manhattanville
convent, in which the writer told of
the persecutions to which the members of the Order of the Sacred
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Heart are subjected. Eight of their quired; and in modern languages,
houses have already been closed, translation atsightof ordinary French
six more have been notified that prose. (Germanmay be substituted).
For admission into second year
they must follow suit, and the outlook for all is very gloomy indeed. philosophy, candidates must be graduates of a college which comprises
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS, ST. in its curriculum a course of philJOHN'S ECCLESIASTICAL SEMINARY, osophy, or have read one year of
BRIGHTON, MASS.
philosophy in an ecclesiastical seminThe entrance examinationsfor ad- ary. The examinations above desmission to St. John's Ecclesiastical cribed for admission into first year
Seminary, Brighton, Mass., will be philosophy will also be required for
held at that institution this year on admission into second year. These,
July 1 and 2. For admission into however, may be passed at the end

first year philosophy, a complete
classical course, including rhetoric,
is required. The written examinaation in Latin includes translations
from English into Latin; translations from Latin into English of a
passage from such classical authors
as Cicero, Livy, Virgil and Horace ;
and questions of grammar and
prosody. In Greek the written examination will include translations
from English into Greek ; translations from Greek into English of a
passage from such classical authors
as Xenophon and Homer, or from
St. John's Gospel ; and questions of
grammar. No dictionary will be allowed, but the meaning of words,
Latin or Greek, of rare occurrence in
the authors usually read in college
will be given in the foot-notes. The
examination in English will include
a composition or essay, and questions
in English composition ; in history,
outlines of general history and geography, and the history and geography of the United States; in mathematics, elements of algebra, plane
geometry and trigonometry.
In the oral examinations the following authors are represented: in
Latin, Cicero, Livy, Tacitus, Virgil,
Horace; in Greek, Xenophon,Demosthenes, Homer, Euripides; and the
New Testament. In English, acquaintance with at least one work of
any six standard authors will be re-
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of the rhetoric year.

The special
examinations for the second year include (written), philosophy, ontology, cosmology, and natural sciences ; and (oral), philosophy as
above, Holy Scripture, and Church
history.
COLLECTION FOR THE SEMINARY.
Chancery

Office.

Rev. Dear Sir:

?

The usual collection for the maintenance of the Diocesan Seminary will
be taken up in all the churches of the
diocese on Pentecost Sunday, May 31.
We all appreciate the importance of
the work of the Seminary in preparing
those who aspire to the priesthood, and
we are glad to give it our hearty support
and co-operation. St. Thomas says
" the priesthood of Christ is the source
of all divine worship, because it is
through the power of the priesthood that
we have the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass,
the administration of the Sacraments
and the preaching of the word of God.
No one taketh unto himself this honor
but he who is called by God and whom
the Church prepares and pronounces
worthy." No sincere Catholic can be
indifferent to so fundamental a work
upon which is built the well-being of
his Church and of his faith.
In consequence of many improvements
and extensive additions recently made
to the Seminary buildings, we especially
recommend the collection this year to
your generosity and good-will.
By order of the Most Key. Archbishop.
Thos. J. MacCormack, Chancellor.
Boston, May Bth, 1000.

Cherry Pectoral.

Has your doctor anyhard
colds? !£, ,n£.:
thing better for
lMea« m.utlon Eeview.
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New Series.

WTehk'sNews.
The Filipinos
and the Friars.

The resolutions which
wore adopted in August
last at the convention in

Chicago of the American
Federation of Catholic Societies, extending sympathy to the friars in the Philippines, and denouncing the agitation in the United States
against these friars, have brought forth a sympathetic response from the Centro Catolico dc
Filipinos, the most representative Catholic body
in the l'hilippines, whicli is said to voice
the opinions of the bishops, as well as of the
great body of Catholics in the archipelago. This
communication, which bears the signatures of
eight of the supreme officers of the Centro
Catolico, has just been received at the headquarters of the American Federation. It is
in the form of resolutions adopted at a convention specially called after the receipt in the
Philippines of the resolutions adopted in Chicago. The resolutions of the Centro Catolico
express grateful appreciation of the stand taken
by the American Federation, and ask for the
aid of Catholic Americans to prevent the meddling of State authorities with Church affairs in
the Philippines. One resolution is particularly
significant as showing the attitude of the Filipino people toward the friars, whom they are
supposed to hate. It runs thus : " That we beg
especially of the American Federation that it
according to its discretion and zeal to the
end that the existing worthy religious corporations, more especially those of the Augustinians,
the Franciscans, the Dominicans and Uecollets,
shall continue exercising in the Philippines the
sacred ministry of preaching, teaching and the
administering of sacraments, as they have done
up to the present with such spiritual and templabor

oral benefits

to

us."

New York celebrated
New York Celebrates. on Tuesday last the
2ooth anniversary of
municipal government in New Amsterdam. At
the city hall in the afternoon there were formal
anniversary exercises, in which the governor of
the State, the mayor of the city, the aldermen,
and other city officers took part, Archbishop
Farley pronouncing the benediction. In the
public schools half a million children, in all the
boroughs, held special patriotic assemblies, at
which the Emerson centennial and the municipal
anniversary exercises were combined. In the
evening there were concerts and stereopticon exhibitions in the parks, and lectures in many halls.
On the preceding day the 70,000 children attending the Catholic parish schools celebrated
the anniversary, under the guidance of their
teachers. The day was chosen to avoid interference with the public school services held on
Tuesday. Vicar-General Mooney, president of
the Catholic School Board, in a circular ordering
the proceedings, said that its object was "to intensify the love of the pupils for what promises
to become the largest, noblest, richest and most
Catholic city in the world."
There has been estabA New Irish League lished in New York an
organization called the
Formed.
Irish Industrial League
whose object is to co-operate in every possible
way with the Irish Agricultural Organization
Society in its efforts to save the Irish farmer.
The Right Hon. Horace Plunkett is the moving

spirit of that organization. He has for a long
time been receiving support from a number of
leading citizens of Irish birth or descent in this
country. Among these the incorporators of the
Irish Industrial League have been conspicuous.
The incorporation of the League means simply
that they are to extend and systematize their efforts. James Byrne, of the law firm of Hornblower, Byrne, Miller & Potter, has been chiefly
instrumental in bringing about the organization
on this side of the water. It will have offices in
New York and will establish branches throughout the United States and Canada. It intends
to raise funds by membership dues, subscriptions,
the arrangement of lectures, and in various other
ways. It will be wholly non-political, refraining
from all agitation and restricting its activity to
giving economic support to the Irish Agricultural Organization Society and similar institutions which aim at the redemption of Ireland by
practical and economical means.
Resolutions have been
Jews Appeal to adopted by the Jewish
Roosevelt.
Publication Society of
America, deploring the
Kishineff massacre, and requesting President
Roosevelt to use his good offices in preventing
its recurrence. The resolutions are in part as
follows : Resolved, That we respectfully ask for
the Congress and the Administration the taking
of such steps as will accord equal rights to all
American citizcns,without distinction of creed, in
all treaties hereafter entered into with foreign
Powers, and the denunciation of all existing
treaties in conflict with this principle, liesolved,
That we denounce the heartless attempt made by
the Russian ambassador to spread among the
American people, by means of the public press,
misleading and calumnious statements as to the
character of the Jews of Russia and other countries.
A despatch from Odessa
To Stop Outrages states that fresh antion Jews.
Jewish disturbances broke
out at Kishineff, on Monday last, but the police immediately interfered
and restored order. They raided a secret meeting
of anti-Semites, and arrested 200 of those present. Newspapers in Berlin state that the Tsar
has urgently directed that Jew-baiting shall
cease, and that a change in the attitude of the
officials is already noticeable in consequence.
His Majesty's intervention is ascribed in some
quarters to the advice of M. Witte, Minister of
Finance, who, it is represented, warned him that
a repetition of the outrages would have a disastrous financial effect on Russia, which is heavily
indebted to Hebrew financiers in London, Paris
and Berlin, both now and prospectively. It is
stated that these financiers have been bringing
pressure to bear on M. Witte to stop the outA New York paper rethat on Ascension
Thursday there were a
Catholic Children. number of Catholic chilPublic School
Principal and

School 49, late for

ports

dren, pupils of Public
school, because of their at-

tendance at Mass. Finding only a comparatively
few pupils present, it is said that Mr. James R.
Pettigrew assembled his large corps of assistants,
and the shrunken attendance of his pupils in the
main hall, and expressed his mind freely on the
subject of religious enthusiasm. A large number of the teachers are Catholics, but they had
attended the early service, and were at their

VOL 29 -No 22
post as usual. They were very angry at Mr.
Pettigrew's remarks which they say included:
"The children would be better off here in school
than in church. Why don't the priests tell them
to take a bath V

Those are the children who
have dirty hands and ringer-nails. Those are the
children who spell whose ' h-o-s-e and h-o-e-s,
and the personal pronoun, t-h-e-r-e." The Catholic parents are reported to be indignant at Mr.

'

Pettigrew's remarks.
Superintendent William
Mabou of Bellevue Hospital, New York City, has
issued an order that in future, priests desiring to
administer the last Sacraments to injured Catholics will be allowed to ride with patients in the
ambulances of Bellevue and Allied Hospitals.
The order is the result of an ambulance surgeon's treatment of the Right Rev. Monsignor
John Edwards, of the church of the Immaculate
Conception, at the First avenue fire, New York,
three weeks ago, in which Fireman William McNally lost his life. The surgeon, in his desire to
give the wounded fireman medical attention, refused to allow Monsignor Edwards to attend the
injured man, and also declined to allow him to
ride to the hospital in theambulance. Monsignor
Edwards brought the matter to the attention of
the hospital authorities, with the result that \u2666»-order given above has W>o n passed by the Board
A Good Rule.

of Trustees.

At the centennial cele-

Bishop Spalding bration of Emerson's
on Emerson.
birthday, at Concord, last
Monday, Senator Hoar
read the following letter from Bishop Spalding
of Peoria: My dear Senator Hoar, I send you
this brief word on Emerson. Emerson is the

keenest, the

most

receptive, the

most

thought-

ful mind we have had; and whatever his limitations, his failures to get at the profoundest and,
therefore, the most interesting truth, he is, and
will probably continue to be for a long time, the

vital force in American literature. His
influence will outlast that of Carlyle and Ruskin. His sanity, his modesty, his kindliness,
are greater; he is more hopeful, and, consequently, more helpful than they. He himself
says we judge of a man's wisdom by his hopefulness ; and so we may give him a place among
the world's wise men."
The great automobile race
The
from Paris to Madrid,
Automobile Horror. this week, resulted in a
series of appalling accidents, some of the most serious being the following: Stead ran hiscarinto themachine ahead of
him in trying to pass it and both autos were overturned. Stead was pinned beneath his machine
and very seriously injured. His machinist was
injured, but not so severely as Stead himself.
The car of M. Touraud ran into a tree, after running over two soldiers and a child, all of whom
were killed. The machinist and M. Tourand
were seriously injured. Barrow overturned his
car against a tree. He is in a hopeless condition.
His chauffeur was killed. The car of Renault was
overturned and Renault and his machinist badly
hurt. At Ablis a car ran into a woman who was
crossing the road, and killed her instantly. At
Vitroy-en-Beauee a motor cycle, ridden by
La Mausier, collided with the motor car of a
Paris stock broker. Porter's car, while making
a level crossing, was overturned and caught fire.
Porter was badly burned. His companion, Nixon
of Belfast, was killed. George Richard fell and
broke several ribs. The bicycle rider Lesna fell
from a motor bicycle and broke his left knee.
most
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rs ay.
Blames Whisky.

The Western Watchman says: "We arc
simply horrified at the massacre of Jewsreported
from Russia. The Russian goverment is not
implicated in these horrors. The blame must
be placed at the door of the drunken, ignorant
peasants. They are whisky riots, pure and
simple."

*

A Bit of Ribbon.

*

#

" The depopulation of France has become so
serious a menace," says the Freeman 1* Journal,
"that Senator Piot, in a letter to Premier Combes
on the subject, proposes that the government accord decorations to mothers of families. A bit
of ribbon is the highest appeal which an atheistic government can make in behalf of morality."
*

#

Evolution Only a Theory.

*

"It has become fashionable of

recent

years,"

says the Catholic liecord, to deny the necessity of a Creator of all things, and many imagine
that the theory of evolution gives us a substitute
for God our Creator. This is a dangerous error.
The theory of evolution is itself only an hypothesis, and it has never been proved, nor is it likely
that it will ever be proved, that by any process of
evolution one living species of animal has been
derived from some other. Still less has it been
shown that any combination of matter will produce life of any kind, whether vegetable or animal ; and less yet will it bring forth the rational
human soul. Nevertheless, even if evolution
COuv *?«a
such effects about, it would be because there are in matter »/,?. ;?!,,.,.,,,,( productive qualities or forces which would themselves
need a creative power for their own production,
and the matter itself, whether in its atomic state
or in combination, would also need a Creator."

"

*

of English or even of French descent. Sometimes, too, a name has been not merely change.
but entirely dropped for a new one, in order to
conceal a criminal taint in the family. There is
a very prominent example of this last class in
professional life in San Francisco. In Chicago
two years ago a candidate for the Mayoralty was
exposed for having transmuted his name from
Patrick Henessy to Elbridge Hanecy, doubtless
for social or political reasons."
DECREE
the Diocese of Paris or Beauvais,)
Of the Beatification or Declaration of Martyrdom of the Venerable Servants of God, Teresa of St. Augustine and Her Companions,
Nuns of the Monastery of Compiegne, of the
Order of Discalced Carmelites.
Everyone knows that toward the close of the
eighteenth century, in the fury of the French
Revolution, many thousands of every age, sex
and condition suffered imprisonment, scourging
and every kind of torture, and death itself.
But the innocent victims of the Revolution do
not, therefore, deserve to be called martyrs.
And yet in the case of some religious women,
members of the Order of Discalced Carmelites,
of the monastery of Compiegne, inquiry has
been instituted concerning the Cause of Beatification or Declaration of Martyrdom. For it is a
common belief, strengthened every day more
and more, that these servants of God offered
themselves at Paris as a holocaust to God for religion and fatherland, to obtain tranquillity and
(For

peace for both ; that they courageously suffered
insults, imprisonment and death. For this reason, the nuns of the Order of Carmel living in
Paris, in their own name and that of other nuns
or iliu Order, earnestly asked, and obtained,
from
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Sister Julie Louise of Jesus, who beautifully
united an ardent disposition with Christian humility.
Anne Pelras, or Sister Marie Henri of Providence, who courageously demanded from her
accusers the ground of their hatred and their
decree of death, and declared the answer to her
companions.
Marie Jeanne Meunier, or Sister Constance,
so brave and unflinching in her struggle with
her relatives against being separated from her
companions in their martyrdom.
Angelique Houssel, or Sister Marie of the
Holy Ghost, who with much patience bore for a
whole lifetime constant, tortures of sickness.
Marie Dufour, or Sister of St, Martha, who
every day advanced in the exercise of all virtues.
Stephanie Jeanne Vezotal, or Sister of St.
Francis Xavier, amiable to all by her sunny and
frank disposition.
Catherine Soiron, prudent and faithful as janitress of the monastery.
And Teresa Soiron, her younger sister, who
preferred to serve the Carmelite nuns in an
humble house, rather than a lady of the nobility
in a luxurious palace, who was eager to employ
her.
The servants of God were first ejected from
the monastery, yet even outside the cloister fol-

Then arrested and committed
in Compiegne, again in Paris,
they spread the saving devotion to the Sacred
Heart of Jesus, and preached it by means of
hymns which they composed. Condemned to
death, and with the knowledge of the cause of
the condemnation, after having invoked the Divine Spirit in the hymn of the Church, they renewed their baptismal promises and the vows ot
lowed their rule.
to prison once

His Eminence Francis Cardinal Kichard, religion. Finally, having received the blessing
of the Mother Prioress, one after another, praising God with a happy, joyous heart and countenance, as if they were all going to victory
and to triumph, they were all slain at Paris on
July 17, 1794. As they loved one another in
life, so in death they were not separated. On
completion of the Ordinary Process, which was
referred to the Congregation of Sacred Rites in
Rome, and after the decrees had been issued for
the revision of writings and for dispensation
concerning the lapse of ten years and by the
intervention and vote of the consultors, all was
ready for the question of the introduction of the
Cause of Beatification or Declaration of Martyrdom of these servants of God.
Therefore, at the instance of K. F. Xavier
Ilerzog, Procurator General of the Society of
St. Sulpice and Postulator of this Cause, seconded by the earnest prayers of several cardinals, many bishops and other prelates, many
prioresses especially of the Carmelite order,
many men and women of the nobility and of
royal families, His Eminence Yineentius Cardinal
Vannutelli, Bishop of Praeneste and Relator of
this Cause, in the ordinary meeting of the Sacred
Congregation of Kites held at the Vatican on the
day given below, proposed the following question for discussion: "Should a Commission of
the Introduction of the Cause be appointed in
the case and for the purpose, of which there is

Archbishop of Paris, the favor that in the ecclesiastical court of the diocese of Paris the Ordi#
#
\u2666
nary Inquiry be instituted, according to the
One Way to Make Anarchists.
form of the Decrees of the Sacred Congregation
"A man's family name is not, ordinarily, reof Kites, concerning the report of martyrdom,
puted a crime," says the Monitor. " Neverthethe cause of martyrdom, and miracles or prodiless, it is unfortunate iv certain circumstances gies of the servants of God, whose names are
to be a brother to a President-slayer, or to be
given below together with the testimony of
suspected of such relationship. This, the alleged
praise:
Czolgosz, a tamale artist in the City of Angels,
Madeleine Claudia Lidoin, or Mother Teresa
learned to his cost the other day. The inoffenof St. Augustine, who is the first, was born in
sive young man was clapped into jail, as a
Paris in 1752, and was received by Louise of
'purely precautionary measure,' during Mr. France under her protection and care. She
enRoosevelt's stay in town. There was absolutely
the Carmelite Order in the city of Comtered
nothing against the youth except the name atpiegne in her twenty-first year. Moved by the
tributed to him, and for which he could hardly
love of virtue and sacrifice, she excelled the
be held accountable. There is no law to punish
others, and, having been elected Prioress, she
a man for bearing his family name. The putative
Stimulated her Sisters by word and example to
Czolgosz's experience was rough on him, but it
courage and patience. Often, when
was rougher on the boasted protection of inno- Christian
she asked, in public prayer, for
offered,
cence which the law is supposed to guarantee. occasion
her
herself, the palm of martyrcompanions
and
The young man is not believed to be an anarchist.
dom
as
the
boon.
greatest
No charge of any sort was lodged against him.
Marie Francoise Bideau, or Sister of St.
Yet he was kept behind the bars. It would not
1752, became a religbe strange if, after the injustice suffered at the Louis, born the same year,
and
eighteen,
of
was a model of
age
hands of the police, his sympathies leaned ious at the
silence and retirement.
anarchy-ward."
Marie Piedcourt, or Sister of Jesus Crucified,
born in Paris, remarkable for her piety and
Transformation of Irish Names.
Leader,
that charity towards others.
Everybody knows," says the
"
"
Marie Thouret, or Sister of the Resurrection,
fearful
undergone
some
many Irish names have
infirmarian to her sick companions.
in
faithful
and wonderful transformations
the United
Claudia Brard, or Sister Euphrasia of
there
were
Marie
changes
many
States. For these
and
varying causes. In some cases no blame attaches the Immaculate Conception, very dear to Queen
to those who were the authors of the alteration Mary Leczinska for her noble qualities of soul.
Marie Francoise dc Croissy, or Sister Gabin spelling which their unfortunate names have
The
illiteracy
original
to
endure.
of
the
had
rielle Henri of Jesus, who, endowed with poetic
of
these
entertained her companions by her
talents,
explains
many
transmutations.
emigrant
illiteracy
this
was
no
the
as
by
But
means
she edified them by her virtues.
verses,
Hamisset, or Sister Teresa of
in
changes
that
Anne
name-spelling
Marie
sole cause of the
weaklings
often
and
Very
de- the Sacred Heart of Mary, of singular prudence.
have occurred.
honest
and
honorable
Marie Gabrielle Trezel, or Sister of St. Iggenerates have mutilated
no
origin.
Irish
It
is
unnatius, called the hidden treasure, on account of
names to conceal their
whose
creatures,
poor
her constant union with God.
common thing to find these
posing
as
Rose Chretien, widow of M. dc la Neuville, or
very faces betray their Celtic origin,

. . .
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question V"
Thereupon, the members of the Sacred Congregation of Rites, after mature deliberation,
and having heard the opinion of li. F. D. Alexandro Verde, Promoter of the Faith, given in
writing and by word of mouth, decided affirmatively, or that the Commission should be appointed, if it please His Holiness. Dec. 2, 1902.
The whole matter was then laid before our
Holy Father, Leo XIII., by the undersigned
Cardinal Prefect of the Sacred Congregation of
Rites. His Holiness ratified the decision of the
Congregation, and with his own hand graciously
signed the Commission for the Introduction of
the Cause of the Venerable Servants of God,
Teresa of St. Augustine and her companions,
nuns of the monastery of Compiegne, of the
Order of Discalced Carmelites, Dec. 16, 1902.
Domimcus Card. Fekkata,
S. R. C. Pro-Prefectus.
Diomkdes Paxici, Archiep. Laodiceae,
S. R. C. Secretarius.

\u25a0
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EditoralNotes.
decree of the Congregation of Kites,
April
22, the invocation, Mot/ier of Good
signed
Counsel, should be added to the Litany of the
Klessed Virgin after the invocation, Mother Most
Admirable.
By a

?

Tin-. Baptist Watchman

says:?
do
to 'elevate'
something
"The popular desire to
people must be guided by a sincere respect for
their personal rights as human beings, or it readily
leads to intolerable impertinences."

Student Christian workers, please take notice!
We have often suggested that empty pews in
the Protestant churches may be caused by the
sermons which so many Protestant ministers insist upon preaching. The following extract from
the Congregationalitt bears out our thought on

this

matter :?
"A Connecticut pastor is discussing this month
a series of 'burning questions' in his Sunday evening services. One theme was, 'Is there a cure
for stage fright." After that, the question why
men don't go to church may cease to burn."
Tin-;

collection

to be taken

up tomorrow,

throughout the Boston diocese, for St. John's

Seminary is, in a sense, the most important of
the year. The students there trained for the
priesthood are hereafter to offer up, for living
and dead, the Holy Sacrifice ; they are to bestow
the life-giving Sacraments ; they are to minister
to the needy and sorrowful; they are to preach
everywhere Christ crucified, and, in the power
of His divine Spirit, to uphold and defend His
Church. In one great word, they are to be
"other Christs.'' At the beginning of this
Ember Week of lasting and prayer, when we
should l>eg God to

grant many

vocations to the

olic schools ; $950,000 for fitting them up ; and
individual Popes. England produced a fair num11,840,940 per annum for the salaries of new ber of such critics, and some of these were very
teachers. In addition to this, there are said to bold. Hut there is not one who ventured to deny
that the Tope had claims upon the obedience of
be about 250,000 aged or invalided persons subthe English Church."
sisting on religious charity in France. To supTn an article by Professor Maitland in the
port this vast army of unfortunates, §2,500,000 a
year will be required, for the State can not very English Historical Review, July, 1596, on
Canon Law in England," he says, speaking of
well let them starve. These are rather significant figures, but they by no means express the pre-Keformation times:?
full measure of the cost to France of her present
" In the most general phrases and by the most
policy toward the religious orders. Such a loss terrible ban the sanctity of the (Papal) decretals
is to be upholden.
A decretal is what
can not be computed in figures. Mere money
the Pope, either with or without the cardinals,
shrinks into nothingness beside the awful consehas ordained when anyone has consulted him.
quences which, unless God's power averts them,
There is to be no picking and choosing, no rejecare sure to fall upon a country which has betion, even of the wilder ' extravagants '; the decome a persecutor of the Church.
cretals are laws."
This quotation throws into even stronger light
The June Intention.
the conclusion to be drawn from the present
The intention for June, "the Keign of the article in the Anglican Church Quarterly"ReHeart of Christ," carries our thoughts back view :
to the opening of the new century, when by
"The breach with Rome entailed, therefore, a
order of our Holy Father, Pope Leo XIII., the violent breach with old habits and old rules
of
entire hundred years then lying before us were conduct. The Church escaped from a tyranny,
solemnly consecrated to our Redeemer, Jesus but a tyranny in which she had to the last believed.
It was necessary, in consequence, to remodel our
Christ. Who can have forgotten the wonderful
midnight, that ushered in the twentieth century ecclesiastical institutions. Hut this revolution
with solemn Mass, and Exposition of the Blessed was trilling as compared with the revolution in
Sacrament, and myriads of Communions, in the religious ideas and modes of thought. The elimination of Papal authority meant the introduction
crowded churches of the Catholic faith? It was
of a theory of the Catholic Church which might
the glorious Catholic outburst of chivalrous debe patriotic, but had never been Anglican.
votion and loyal love, offered to Him Who had
These facts being considered, it is evidently a
so loved us as to shed His blood and give His
mistake to speak of the Reformation as a mere
life for our salvation. We may with great fitness
episode in the history of the English Church. All
quote here Pope Leo's words : "The world has
the great historical apologists for the Anglican
heard enough of the so-called rights of man.'
position have recognized the futility of appealing
Let us hear something of the rights of God.
to the opinion of the medieval Church.
We shall be well advised to follow their sample.
That the time is suitable is proved by the very
general revival of religious feeling, and especially that devotion towards our Saviour of which THE BINDING OBLIGATION TO SEEK FOR THE
TRUTH.
there are so many indications, and which, please
God, we snail hand on to the new century as a
Christianity is either true or not true. If it
pledge of happier times tn como. But as this
be not true, you can do and think as you please.
consummation can not be hoped for except by
But if it be true, then reason itself tells us that
the aid of divine grace, let us strive in prayer,
there is nothing more unreasonable?there is no
with united heart and voice, to incline Almighty

"

...

?

. . .

'

priesthood, and to bless abundantly those persons who are about to be ordained, it is fitting
to join our offerings to oar prayers, and give
with real generosity, for the maintenance of our God unto mercy, that He would not
suffer those
seminary for the priesthood.
to perish whom He had redeemed with His
blood. Embracing in His loving kindness all
We call attention to Part I.of a letter on races and classes of mankind, may He remember
page 9, relating to the present intensely strained His own words : 'I, if I be lifted up from the
condition of religious affairs in France. The earth, will draw all things to Myself." For
horizon is very dark there, recalling the First this great reign of Christ's heart, let us all ferKevolution, and prognosticating similar evils. vently pray.
Meanwhile, as our readers will find on page 4,
Pope Leo XIII. is pushing forward the cause The "Church Quarterly Review" on English
for canonization of the seventeen Carmelite
Canon Law.
nuns of Compiegne who were beheaded in
In connection with an article to be found on
Paris July 17, 1794, for their devoted adhe- pages S-9, on the thorough submission rendered
rence to the Faith. The translation of this dein England to Roman canon law in early times,
cree, as given on page 4, is interesting, as showwe quote here from an article in the Church
ing how such processes are carried on by the Quarterly Jieciew for
April, on " England and
Church. But it is doubly interesting as calling Koine in the Middle Ages."
to mind how these noble women voluntarily of" The attitude of Kngland towards the Roman
fered their lives to God for their country; and
See was one of submissionwhenever Knglish policy
then, exultingly, went to the scaffold, where the
was controlled by men who had the interests of
hatred of His enemies and theirs afforded them
the National Church at heart. Communion with
glorious opportunity for the fulfilment of that Rome was universally regarded as the badge of
vow. Such an example ought to arouse the
Catholicity and the passport to free intercourse
with the other churches of the West. For this
strangely quiescent Catholics of France to bold
reason it was difficult to resist the extremest
and concerted action in behalf of the Church
claims of Rome.
All Christian men deand of fatherland, in union with those valiant
bishops who have openly denied to Combes any sired that the Apostolical tradition should be rigidly maintained; and it was through Rome that
right to meddle with Divine things that are bethe Prince of the Apostles delivered his message to
yond his sphere.
the Churches. To consult Rome on all points of

. . .

The Cost to France.
We notice a paragraph going the rounds of the
press, purporting to be a rough computation by
the Paris paper Gaulois, of the cost to France
t' the suppression of the religious orders. It appears from this that 15,400,200 will be required
to construct the more than two thousand new
Stale schools necessitated by thcoloaingof Cath-
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doubt and difficulty was a valued privilege. To
obey Rome on those subjects of which she spoke
with inspiration was the plain duty of the faithful.
When once the Pope had been recognized
as the repository of the orthodox tradition it was
hard to avoid the conclusion that he had the right
to exercise great influence upon the government of
the national Churches. This was, in fact, allowed
by the most outspoken critics of the Curia and of

. . .

.

greater folly
than to live
true. But perhaps you are in

as if it were not
doubt; you do not
know whether to believe that Christianity is true
or not. Well, are you taking pains to satisfy
yourself as to whether rt is true or not r If m
are not taking pains to satisfy yourself, is that
reasonable r
Suppose you were advised in some way that a
large fortune had been left you?a magnificent
?

and very valuable estate? in some foreign country, and you did not know whether the report
was true or not?you were in doubt about it do
you think you would contest yourself with doubting; that you would continue to live on in an indifferent state of mind and take no pains to satisfy yourself whether you were really entitled to
the estate or not ? You know very well that
you would not. On the contrary, you would !><?
wide awake at once, and you would take advantage of every means within your reach to ascertain the real facts in the case. You would employ the ablest counsel ; you would have the records carefully searched ; you would spare no
pains or expense until you had determined the
question definitely, whether the estate did or did
not belong to you.
Well, what is the most magnificent estate the
sun ever shone upon, what is the world
itself
with all its wealth and magnificence, compared
with the inheritance of the saints in light"
promised us in the Gospel of Jesu Christ? Yet the
question, perhaps, seldom or never enters your
mind, whether you have a title to that inheritance or not. Perhaps you have a vague idea
of a heaven hereafter?some kind of a place of
happiness whLm you hope, in some unaccountable way, to reach at last ; but you have not the
slightest evidence that you will ever reach such

"
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On the contrary, in the light of Christianity you have every reason to fear that your
condition will be anything but a happy one. The
solemn truth is that you can not afford to run
any risk. The consequences are too tremendous. The stake is for eternity
eternal happiness or eternal misery?and you can not get rid
of it. You can not shirk the responsibility of
a place.

?

The fact that there are many opinions in the
world as to what Christianity really is, furnishes
no good excuse for remaining in doubt, for the
truth must exist somewhere; and with proper
enquiry it can be found out. Christianity is
historical ; and though there are contradictory
histories and false histories, yet, by confession of
all parties, there is one venerable body which
has come down from the beginning, and which now
exists in every part of the world a body which
claims to have the original deposit of the faith.
This body, at the present moment, commands
the homage of some of the greatest intellects in the
world ; and these facts constitute at least aj>riori

:

evidence in favor of that original body, or, at
least, sufficient evidence to impose upon every
reasonable person the obligation of examining
its claims. But the indispensable condition for
such examination is a sincere desire to know the
truth, a disinterested willingness to be convinced. With such a disposition the result can
not be doubtful.
?

INTELLIGENT IGNORANCE ABOUT THE
CATHOLIC CHURCH.

are so generally misunderstood and so often
grossly misrepresented, it was very singular that
some able Catholic did not write and publish to
the world the real truth about these important
matters, in order to set men right, and put an
end to error and slander. Both were greatly
surprised when told that Catholic writers had
been doing this very thing, in our own day as
well as in every age since the foundation of the
Church. They were told that the volume of
Catholic controversial literature was immense;
that our Catholic bookstores are full of books of
the most varied character, in which every Catholic principle is explained, every controverted
point fully and freely discussed; that almost
every city and large town in the country has a
Catholic paper or magazine. And not to Catholics only need one look for the truth about the
Church. An eminent Protestant scholar, Rev.
Mr. Starbuck, has been telling the truth, for
years, in the pages of the Review, regarding
the history and teaching of Catholicity. Our
Protestant exchanges, instead of reproducing
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I have promised to confine myself for this turn
to Lansing's blunders, leaving his slanders for
the present alone. I have not kept my promise
very well, his malice and his ignorance being so

thoroughly conjoined and interfused,indissolubly
married by absolute moral recklessness. However, here on page 231 is an instance of ignorance pure and simple.
After telling us, which is true enough, that
members of monastic orders have commonly been
preferred as teachers among Catholics, he tells
us that of all these the Jesuits are the best liked.
If this is so, as I dare say it is, it is much to the
credit of the Catholics. I am now speaking of
the lower schools. Matthew Arnold, a high educational authority, informed us long ago, after
examining the French system, that the Jesuit
schools of France were fully equal to the government schools intellectually, and very much
superior morally. Father Hyacinthe himself, I
notice, was at one time sending his son to a
Jesuit school. This seems a sufficient proof of
the high esteem in which this distinguished disgives,
enlightenment
the information he
for the
sentient from the Church held the mental and
of their readers, ignore its importance, thus con- moral advantages of Jesuit education.
spiring to continue the "intelligent ignorance"
Now comes the comical part of the page. Mr.
of the Church so common among Protestants. Lansing says that he had noticed in a list of
Yet, in spite of this conspiracy of silence, is it the professors of Holy Cross College at Worcesnot a wonder to find well-informed people at ter, Mass., the letters S. J., after every name.
this stage, calmly asking why Catholics do not Here is a brilliant exemplification of his comwrite the real truth about their Church ?
petency as a Protestant controversialist. He had
The real difficulty is that men do not take been a pastor at Worcester for I do not know
enough interest in the subject to make inquiry. how many months, and yet had never found out
They do not want to be convinced. A good that Holy Cross is a Jesuit college!
The man had never discovered that the Jesuit
many persons have an inkling of the claims of
the old historic Church, but they are afraid to Order has always had a large number of colleges
enter upon a serious investigation, and so they under its exclusive direction. Therefore the
deliberately shut their eyes to the light and vol- number of Jesuit teachers in other colleges has
untarily remain in darkness. Involuntary igno- necessarily been just so much the smaller.

Yes, we know not how better to designate it
than by the term " intelligent ignorance," for it
is ignorance on
Y*vt of otherwise intelligent
men, who seem to think that they know all about,
it, while in fact they know nothing about it- rance isbad enough, but surely every reasonable

Going over a list of Roman Catholic colleges
having never taken interest enough in the sub- person must admit that voluntary, deliberate ig- in this country, I make out that eight out of
ject to look into it. It is one of the most sur norance on so very important a subject is not twenty-one are controlled by the Jesuits. Tf they

prising intellectual developments of modern
times, that while every other department of human knowledge is earnestly and even enthusiastically investigated, written about, and freely discussed, the doctrines of the Catholic Church, and
the nature and grounds of her claims upon our
belief and obedience, are so completely ignored
by many learned and intelligent men. This jg
the moreremarkable because the Catholic Church
has always occupied so conspicuous a place in
the world's history, and has been so intimately
associated, not only with every department of
learning, but with all the interests and relations
of life. Moreover, that same venerable old
Church, having survived the persecutions of
many ages, is now looming up and coming to the
front with pristine vigor, and with claims to the
earnest attention of intelligent men which really
can not be reasonably disregarded.
The Catholic Church is a world within itself?
a world within a world. It is here; it is all
around us. It is a wonderful organization. There
is nothing in all the world comparable to its intellectual system. Its hierarchy is the most dignified body on earth. The ceremonies of its
worship are beautiful and impressive. Its priests
and religious are seen on our streets, and its members are being greatly multiplied throughout the
country. Yet, how little ie all this known or
particularly noticed by the outside world? Even
well-disposed, conservative men who are opposed to the old, anti-Popery crusade, do not
feel called upon to investigate the claims of the
old Church, and they not infrequently display
the most crass ignorance of her spirit and her
teaching.
To illustrate this we may mention the fact that
within a short time two men, both of them intelligent, wide-awake, and well-informed on all
ordinary topics of interest, remarked to us that
since, as we say, Catholic teaching and practice

only in the highest degree unreasonable, but extremely dangerous to one's highest and best interests.

CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.

CCLIV.
Some time ago, remarking that John Christian
is actually such an imbecile as to refer repeatedly
to Lansing as a reliable authority," I began to
"
note some of Lansing's blunders, which yet have
not prevented his being, through Christian, virtually adopted as an authority by the Southern
Baptists. I say virtually, for although the Baptist Book Concern of Louisville is, as I learn
from Dr. Faulkner of Drew, legally a private establishment, the name seems sufficient evidence
that it substantially represents the denomination.
Otherwise it would not only be guilty of a gross
violation of propriety, and indeed of veracity,
but would, I should suppose, lay itself open to
proceedings at law.
My excellent friend Dr. Faulkner, in his amiable impeachment of me, pleads against me that
very likely not one in a thousand of the Southern
Baptists has ever so much as heard Christian's
name. This may very well be, yet it does not
absolve the body. Probably only a small minority of the Presbyterians, even of the Presbyterian
ministry, have read Dr. Foster's unlucky Third
Chapter, or Mrs. Wright's "Almost a Nun." Yet
the Church as such is answerable for them. The
legal accountability is less stringent in the other
case, but I can not see much difference in the
moral responsibility. If bigotry has been so
powerful against the honest scholarship of Whitsitt, while enlightened courage makes no sign
against the ignorance and malice of Lansing and
Christian, I think it is plain that bigotry is strong
among the Southern Baptists and enlightened
courage weak.

had more teachers and money, doubtless they
would have yet more colleges. There is free
competition among Catholic orders, as among
Protestant denominations. What does Mr. Lansing find amiss in this?
I noticed some time ago, in the Independent,
that there were seven hundred Jesuits in the
country. Deducting the unlearned temporal
coadjutors, and such priests as are pastors or
missionaries, we have certainly no inordinate
number left to monopolize education. Mr. Lansing and his friends may be quite at ease against
the prospect of having their innocent offspring
haled off by Jesuit beadles to Jesuit schools,
without even a chance of securing an injunction
to save them.
On page 247 the author informs us that State
aid granted to Koraan Catholic institutions is
contrary to the Constitution. I do not know
that I ought to make much of his ignorance here,
for I have known members of Congress, in their
place in the House, to show that they knew no
more about the Constitution than Mr. Lansing.
I will therefore content myself with remarking that the history of our country, and judicial
decisions innumerable, have established that the
Federal Governmentis a derived and limited one,
having no authority except such as is expressly
granted it, or comes by fair reasoning from an
express grant.
The States, on the other hand, are original governments, having authority over every matter
which is not expressly withdrawn from them by
the Federal Constitution. Therefore the jurisdiction of a Federal court is never to be presumed. Unless previously settled, it always needs
to be proved. On the other hand, the authority
of a State law is always to be assumed, unless it
can be shown to contradict legitimate Federal
law. In other words, as all the courts recognize,
every restriction of the Federal Constitution
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binds the Federal Governmentonly, unless it expressly mentions the States.
Now the Federal Constitution forbids Congress to establish a religion, or to persecute one.
It lays no such inhibitions on the States. Had
Michigan, as was proposed a few years ago,
thrown down the cross from every Catholic and
Episcopal church in the State, and had then
shut up every Catholic church, and thereupon
made the celebration of the Mass a penal offence)
there could have been no appeal to Washington*
The citizens are secured against the invasion of
their religious freedom on the part of the general Government, but there the guarantee stops.
Every State may enlarge or restrict religious liberty at pleasure. New Hampshire, I find to my
surprise, still forbids a Catholic to be Governor,
Senator or Representative.* Massachusetts might,
if she would, go back to 1821, and shut Catholics
out of office altogether. On the other hand, Louisiana could, if she would, establish the Catholic
Church, and tax all her citizens to support it.
Mr. Lansing has, throughout his book, a great
deal to say about grants of money to Catholic
schools and orphanages, as being in violation of
the Federal Constitution, which, as we see, they
are not. He assumes that it is only Catholic institutions that are thus favored. Now as any
State might if it would give any money it would
to any church, a fortiori to any school. If restrained, it is only by its own Constitution, not
by that of the nation.
Accordingly, if the national Constitution forbids the grant of money to denominational institutions, it can only be within the District of Columbia and the Territories. But the Supreme
Court of the United States, in the case of the
Catholic protectory at Washington, has lately
dismissed with contempt the plea that the grant
of money to an object of education or charity,
pursued under a particular persuasion, is the establishment of a church.
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?We are of the opinion that the ttaommta 1>'""»- pf the
Constitutional Convention of 1878, apjwgy*"1 "i popular
vote the uuxl year, icinovod those tests.? to.

Religous Maxims.

ChurcCalendar.
Sunday, May 31.

Sunday.

Pentecost. Whitsunday. Epistle, Acts ii. 1-11;
gospel, St. John xiv. 23-31. The Ascension and
Pentecostal seasons of the Church year are times
when the devout soul may be said to live more
in heaven than on earth. Or, if he may be said
to live on earth, it is because of the mighty work
of the Spirit, which he sees being done the wide
world over ; and because of the greater things to
come on earth, that burst in prophetic vision
upon him. He has followed his Lord through
heaven's gate on Ascension Day; he has heard
the angelic shouts of welcome to the Conqueror
Who has returned in triumph to the eternal
throne; he has ventured in humble prayer to picture faintly what heaven was like, that day,when
Jesus Christ first presented there to the Eternal
Father those five wounds, as His offering for us
sinful men. We were there, that day, in our
Saviour's heart, each one of us. For each individual soul was that priceless offering made,
mindfully and earnestly, and with most complete
intention, by God the Son to God the Father.
Is it any wonder, then, that our conversation
can hardly be with things earthly for a while V
Like the Apostles, we stand looking up into the
skies above us; until, as to the Apostles, there
comes back to us that promise that, for a time,
seems to make earth also heaven. It is the
promise of the Paraclete, the Holy Ghost, the
Comforter, Who shall teach us all truth, and
shall abide with us, and shall keep us in perfect
unity and peace. This is the cause of the unfailing oneness in the Catholic Church. On the
first great Pentecost, He came downfrom heaven
Who is, as the Nicene Creed tells us, the Lord
and Giver of life, Who proceedeth from the Father and the Son, Who together with the Father
and the Son is worshipped and glorified; Who

Who are the truly masterful souls ? Our Lord
Himself has declared that the meek shall inherit
the earth; and who has not felt that the souls
who exercise a mastery over others are those
who know how to conquer themselves ? But the
supernatural cause of this strength lies in the
fact that it is only in such souls that the Holy
Spirit of God Almighty can reign in the fullness
of His light and of His power. Gentleness has
the key of this world and of the next.

Kven the direct grant
spoke by tho prophots.

of money to religion, by paying chaplains, is allowed to be no offence against the Constitution.
Therefore Mr. Lansing's attempts to play off
as a great constitutional lawyer have met with
an ignominious collapse. His collapse is yet
more ignominious in his vulgar willingness to
apply the law against importing contract labor
to the calling of foreign pastors. The Supreme
Court hardly finds words to express its disdain
of the coarseness and futility of this plea.
On page 249 Mr. Lansing quotes Victor Hugo,
who declares that the clerical party, "in the
name of St. Paul, imprisoned Christopher Columbus." Now this quotation shows the brute ignorance of Lansing, but not of Hugo. Hugo, a
true Gaul, cares little for truth, and much for effect. He knew that Columbus simply advanced
the authority of St. Isidore of Seville, and above
all of St. Thomas Aquinas, and that, though most
Spanish divines were too literalistic, yet the Inquisition would have thought it almost sacrilege
to impeach the disciple of Isidore and Thomas
of heterodoxy. Yet Columbus in prison for
heresy made a moving picture, and so Hugo
threw him in, just as he found, in February
HS4B, that the venerable Arago made an impressive figure in the streets of Paris, and therefore
brings him in, although, as Arago laughinglysaid, he had all the time supposed himself to be
safe and sound at home. Victor Hugo knew
that people in general were no more likely than
Mr. Lansing to find out his lie.
If I should assure Mr. Lansing that St. Patrick
excommunicated Gregory the Great for interfering with his jurisdiction in Connemara, anybody
who knows his book would know that at least
the little difficulties of date and locality would
not restrain him from reproducing the statement
in his next lecture.
Ciiaki.es C. Stakbuck.
Andover, Mass.
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.Let us take notice that,

immediately afterward, the Creed says : "And
in One, Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic Church.
I confess one Baptism for the remission of
sins. And I look for the resurrection of the
dead, and the life of the world to come"; as
though all these blessings were connected with
the sending of the Holy Ghost, by the Father
and the Son, to the waiting earth. We should
be very devout to this great mystery, for it is
our glory and our greatness. We aresons of no
divided, frail, tarnished, and fallible church. Oh
no ! The Catholic Church, our Mother, is the
spotless bride, the chosen and only one, of the
strong Monarch of the ages. She can never deceive us, she can never teach us wrong, her
voice is an infallible voice, because she is absolutely possessed by the very Spirit of Truth,Who
is God Himself, and Who can not deceive. This
Church is our mother, this alone, the Spirit's
bride. The mighty question presses home upon
us today: What can we do to prove ourselves
worthy children of such a mother, and worthy
recipients of that priceless gift, the Spirit of
truth ? Surely our lives should be full of peace,
yet full of a fiery zeal caught from that Spirit's
fire. The petty allurements of earth should fade
into nothingness before His divine beauty. Absolutely devoted to the Catholic Church which
is tilled by the Spirit of God, living ourselves
by that Spirit, in conscious love of Him and constant dependence on His holy inspirations,?we
shall find ourselves at last possessed by a more
than human strength, by a heavenly peace ; and
we shall learn, by intimate experience, that to
serve God is to reign.
?

Holy Ghost! come down upon Thy children,
Give ns grace, and make us Thine;
Thy tender fires within us kindle,
Blessed Spirit! Dove Divine!
rionday.

The truly simple soul, upborne by faith, receives its friends and its foes with an equal sweetness ; for it is the way of our Lord to treat everyone as a divine instrument. We have need of
nobody, and we have need of everybody; we
must meet all with gentleness and humility,
acting with simplicity towards the open-hearted,
and withjdndness towards the rough and rude.
So St. Paul taught; and so, but far better, Jesus
Christ has set us the example.
The light of love is round His feet,
His paths are never dim;
And He comes nigh to us when we
Dare not come nigh to Him.
Tuesday.

It belongs only to grace to imprint this supernatural power that appropriates to itself so marvelously the nature of each person. It is not to
be learned in books ; it is the effect of an intimate work of God within us ; it is a teaching of
the Holy Spirit.
Ah! God is other than we think;
II is ways are far above?
Far beyond reason's height, and reached
only by childlike love.

Wednesday.

To understand and to gain this great grace,
one must be in a state of the most complete

abandonment to God's will, of the most perfect
disengagement from all designs, from all interests, however holy they may appear.
The look, the fashion, of God's ways
Love's lifelong study are;
She can be bold, and guess and act,
Where Reason would not dare.

We must keep constantly before our eyes the
one thing necessary in all the world, leaving
God to work His own work for us and upon us;
we must attend faithfully to the duties of our
state, permitting meanwhile the Holy Spirit to
act within us,

without any anxious concern as

to

what He is doing; we must even be perfectly
content not to know. Then we are safe ; for all

that happens in the wide world is only for the
good of souls absolutely submissive to the will
of God.

Thrice blest is he to whom is given
The instinct that can tell
That God is on the field, when He
Is most invisible.
Friday.

The Holy Spirit continues the work of our
Saviour. He writes His own gospel, and He
writes it in our hearts. Oh beautiful story, that
holy book which the Holy Spirit is writing even
now! Teach me too, O Divine Spirit, to read
this book of life.
Dear Comforter! Eternal Love!
If Thou wilt stay with me,
Of lowly thoughts and simple ways
I'll build a nest for Thee.

Saturday.

Sanctity of heart consists of a simple fiat;
that is, God's will be done ! And what is easier ?
For, who can not love a will so amiable and so
good ? Let us love.it then, and by that love alone
everything in us will become divine.
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Current Religious Comment.
ITEMS OF CATHOLIC INTEREST IN THE MAGAZINES
Papal Supremacy.

The new Episcopalian monthly, the Lam)>.
contains in its first issue (for February, 1903,)
the following emphatic statement: " The greatest
friends and champions the Church of England
ever had in any age believed with their whole
heart and soul that the Pope was the vicar of
Christ and the supreme shepherd over the Catholic shcepfold. St. Augustine, the first archbishop
of Canterbury, had more to do than any man
with the founding of the English Church, but he
would never have set foot with his forty companions on English soil, had not a Pope sent
him. The Church of England never had a better
friend than Thomas a ISecket, wdio became a
martyr in her defence; but oh ! what a Papist he
was ! And what devoted sons of the Holy Father
at Rome were St. Dunstan and St. Anselm and
Archbishops Warham, Peckham and Arundel.
It is because we refuse to recognize Cranmer and
Henry VIII. as safer theological guides than the
great pro-Reformation Divines of the English
Church, that we would rather go to the block

with Sir Thomas More and Bishop Fisher than
deny that the Bishop of Rome is the successor of
St. Peter and the Head on earth of the Catholic
Church." And again : "If the Ecclesia Anglicana is to regain what she has lost, must she not
confess her ltith century error at the feet of the
Vicar of Christ, and say with heartfelt sorrow,
'Father, I have sinned against Thee, the Unity
of the Catholic Church, and the Majesty of
Ileayen.'" We. have already remarked on the
illogical and extraordinarily inimlaj position
taken by these earnest men, who at one and the

blow hot and cold." They openly
"
in Papal supremacy and
believe
to

same time

profess
authority; and yet they confidently maintain that
the Supreme Pontiff is somehow mistaken, and
somehow knows less than they, his erring children,know, when he declares that Anglican Orders
are not valid, while they affirm the contrary. It
may be well, then, to state precisely Pope Leo's
position in the matter.
Anglican Orders.

In the pontifical bull, or Apostolic Letter, of
Sept. 13, 1X96, Pope Leo XIII. stated, (we quote
from the clear synopsis in the English " Catholic
Directory" for 1902, page 102,):?

.

"The general belief, confirmed by the acts and
practice of the Holy See, had long been that, by the
rite of Ordination introduced in England under Edward VI., the Sacrament of Orders, as instituted by
Christ, had lapsed, and with it the hierarchical succession; but that for some time, especially in late
years, there had been a controversy on the subject
His Holiness, therefore, wishing to satisfy those who
thought a re-examination opportune, and to remove all
possibility offuture doubt, had permitted such examThe matter of examinaination to take place.
tion by the Commission and the Holy Office was, first,
the solemn acts of the Holy See, beginning with the
faculties and instructions given to Cardinal Pole, as
Legate, in 1554;?and then the practice, during more
than three centuries, of reordaining absolutely, even in
Rome, those who had been ordained according to the
Anglican Ordinal. Lastly, examination was made of
the Ordinal itself as to its defect in the form of words
used, especially in theKdwardine Ordinal (which was
in use for more than a century); and as to its defect of
intention to ordain Priests, and to consecrate Bishops,

..

...

in the Catholic sense. In accordance, therefore, with
the unanimous decision of the Holy Office, Pope Leo
XIII., confirming the decrees of his predecessors, has
by this Pontifical Hull declared that Ordinations performed according to the Anglican rile have been, and are,
null and void.'"

Canon Law in England.

Now the editor of the Lamp and men of his
style of controversy are, or imagine themselves
to be, earnestly desirous of returning to the old
condition of things, as they were in England in

May 80, 1903.

8

..

pre-Reformation times. Have these friends of He declares that, in those times, "a collision beours, however, any clear idea of what obedience tween a provincial constitution and a decretal
to Papal Supremacy meant in England then? To would not be a collision between two churches,
show how far men were from resisting, as the an English church and a foreign church ; it
editor of the Lamp does in fact resist, Papal would be simply a collision between an inferior
Provincial legislation
authority, we refer him and our other readers to and a superior.
two remarkable papers, written by that serious can not derogate from that his papale which is
We
and well known historian, F. W. Maitland, the common law of the Church.
LL. D., in tlit! "English Historical Review for shall not find in Lyndwood's book any English
July and October, 1896, on "Canon Law in Eng- 'case law,' any ease law' of our ecclesiastical
land." In reading thesepapers we must bear in courts. If any decisions are referred to, they
\nd yet
mind Dr. Gairdncr's statements that when Henry will be decisions of the Uota
VIII.'s Parliament met in January, 1534, " three he belonged to a nation which was producing
great Acts were required to put the church in the fear Hooks and the most thoroughly naEngland under new conditions. First, no bishops, tional system of temporal law that the medieval
henceforth, were to be presented to the Pope, world could show. But whereas the English
and no bulls were to be procured from Pome. state was an independent whole, the English
A second Act abolished Peter's Pence and church was in the eyes of its own judges a deall other payments to Rome, on the ground that pendent fragment whose laws had been imposed
What we
the realm was not subject to any laws made by upon it from without.
is
a stark
book)
Lyndwood's
the
of
find
there
(in
;
archbishop
any authority outside it and
no
absolutely
which
leaves
to
all
such
empowered
Papalism,
grant
Canterbury was
church
Anglican
liberties
of
the
the
had
been
room
for
king
any
dispensations
licenses and
as
used-to obtain from the See of Rome. A third which can be upheld against the law-giving
Here, if anywhere,
Act forbade the future enactment or promulga- power of the Pope.
tradition. Lyndwe
to
see
ought
professional
.and
tion of canons without the royal assent,
an
lawbook for beelementary
is
writing
from
or
from
wood
appeals
archbishops
ordained that
to demonstrate
does
not
set
himself
in
He
ginners.
or
heads
of
monasteries
should
future
abbots
English
form
that
an
council
can not
in
solemn
heard
in
Chancery."
be
derogate even from a legatine constitution; it
Lyndwood's Gloss.
does not seem to enter his head thai anyone
Turn now to Maitland. lie remarks:" The will dispute so self-evident a proposition."
principal witness whom we have to examine, if
we would discover the theory of law before the
Henry VIII. and His Followers.
breach with Rome, is indubitably William LyndWe come now to an intensely important queswood. He finished his gloss on the provincial tion. To quote Professor Maitland: "We are
constitutions of the archbishops of Canterbury concerned to see whether there has been simply
in the year 1430. When he was engaged on this a struggle between Church and State, or
task he was the archbishop's principal official ; in whether the Church of England has been deother words, his position made him the first man parting from the Church of Rome, and evolving

.

. . .

?

.

..

.

..

....

..

. .

in Kngland whose oninion we should wish to a
have about any question touching the nature of

the ecclesiastical law that was being administered
The early date at which his
in England.
first
and the subsequent editions
printed
book was
a
to
the high repute in which
testimony
of it are
before
the
it stood
Reformation. Since then it
often
often lauded, sometimes
cited,
has been
I
can
not
think
that it has yet done
read ; but
that
it is capable of doing
nearly all the work
of
the
church during the
English
for the history
'
or
that
it
will do that work
period,'
conciliar
until it falls into the hands of one who is deeply
What we do not
read in foreign lawbooks.
book
(Lyndwood's) is the
see in our English
slightest tendency to doubt the Pope's legislative
power, or to debate the validity of his decretals.
Lyndwood holds that no general council
can be summoned without the authority of the
Apostolic See, and he cites without disapproval
the opinion of those doctors who maintain that
the Pope is above a general council.
The
question of the hour, the question on which the
whole subsequent history of the Catholic. Church
must depend, is the question between Pope and
Council, and Lyndwood lets us see that, in his
opinion, the law is on the Pope's side.
Whatever may be the power of councils, the
To
Pope is the princcps of the Church.
dispute the authority of a decretal is to be guilty
of heresy at a time when obstinate heresy is a
capital crime. This last is no private opinion of
a glossator ; it is a principle to which the archbishop, bishops and clergy of the province of
Canterbury have adhered by solemn words."
What a contrast this to the editor of the Lamp,
and the Rev. Spencer Jones, and Lord Halifax,
who refuse to accept humbly the pontifical bull,
or Apostolic Letter, of Pope Leo XIII., issued in
in 1*96 !

...

jurisprudence of her own." " The answer is
plain. '-For more than three centuries past,"
Mr. Maitland says, "our spiritual courts have
been required to administer, and have constantly
administered, certain acts of Parliament. We
too easily forget that this is the result, the not

unimportant result, of the Reformation. Though

much has been done for the history of the medieval church, we still may detect traces of Cawdry's case and the king's ecclesiastical law'
where we hardly thought to meet them. To
Lyndwood the king's ecclesiastical law ' would
have been a contradiction in terms. Kings and
parliaments and secular justices might narrow
the province of the law ecclesiastical, and hedge
it round about with writs of prohibition which,
as a matter of fact, the bishops and their
officials would not transgress; but it was
not for kings or parliaments or secular
justices to declare the law of the Church,
or to dictate the decision of the Church's
courts." Here, then, lies the pith of the case.
Were the decretals regarded as statute law, or
did the English Church exercise any right of
accepting some and rejecting others t In modern books and judgments we may see an assertion, more or less emphatic, that this right was
exercised; that the foreign canon law ' was
only applied in England when it had been sanctioned by English custom, or had met with the
approbation of the rulers of the English church.
We may find also the assertion or assumption
that all this is proved and no longer dubitable.
I bit when we look for the proof, it evades us.
Such, at all events, has been my experience.
In the present day we, whose object is
silence
the Papist, but to understand a
not to
of
certain tract old history, are surely concerned
to see whether such practical protest against the
Roman theory as our ancestors were making
was being made in the name and by the organs
"Stark Papalism."
in the name and by the organs
But let os follow Professor Maitland further, of the Church, <>r
Henry was minded to
still commenting on Lyndwood's famous book. of the State.
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be the Pope, the whole Pope, and something
more than Pope', he might trust the civilians to
place the triple and every other crown upon his
head.
Of the English civilians of the
sixteenth century too little has yet been written." With whom shall the editor of the Lamp
and his co-religionists, who refuse to accept and
obey Pope Leo XIII.'s Apostolic Letter denying
the validity of Anglican Orders, find their proper place today ? Surely not with Archbishop
Fisher nor Sir Thomas More, martyrs beatified
by Pope Leo XIIL, Dec. 9, 1886, for their defending to the death the prerogatives of Christ's
Vicar, in lowly obedience to God's voice speaking through him. The place of all Anglicans, of
whatever shade of belief, Ritualist, or High
Church, or Low Church, or Broad Church, is
still with Cranmer and Cromwell and Henry
VIII., among the Protestants, so long as they
refuse to obey the command of him concerning
whom St. Ambrose said
Show me Peter, and
I will show you the Church."

'

. . .

:"

Japan and the Water of Life.

In the Open Court for May, we find the following beautiful communication from the pen of
Dr. W.Thornton Parker. Tt conveys even more
lessons to the thoughtful reader than the interesting historical question which it raises.
"Among the many martyrs of the Catholic Church
in ancient days in Japan was one whose Christian name was Paul, but whose Japanese name I
have forgotten ; but this Japanese Paul's saying
has been treasured through these centuries by
his mother, the Holy Catholic Church, as being
extremely beautiful as well as divinely pious. It
is this : 'Eternal praise be to the ever-adorable
Sacrament of the Altar.' Re did not mean a
pagan altar ; he referred to the Holy Altar of
the Catholic Church; and this little statue of
Chinese porcelain of'l will give thee (the) Water
of Life' mentionedby l>r. Car_ in the February
number of the Open Court, may be intended to
represent our Blessed Lord and the woman of
Samaria. That the figures are Chinese is not to
be wondered at. We see the saints pictured in
the clothing of many lands, according to the nationality of sculptor or artist. Thousands and
tens of thousands of Chinese died martyr deaths;
in every century since the earliest visits of St.

Thomas to India the faithful Chinese have yielded
up their lives in defence of their belief in the
'Adorable Sacrament' and in the 'Water of Life.'''

_£_?
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called, has He the Water of Life throughout the
world everywhere. We must wait and believe
and not lose heart. 'Behold, I am with you always, even unto the consummation of all things.'
In this manner I would explain to our gifted
editor, whose pen is far mightier than mine in
the wisdom of learning, the simple story of the
martyrs of China and the shrouded faith in the
Water of Life."
Editors Differ.
editor
The
of the Open Court adds: "The
porcelain group to which Dr. Parker refers represents a sage seated by the wayside addressing
a smaller person carrying a water-bottle, and the
sage is supposed to say, I will give thee Water
of Life.' The idea of an elixir of life is an old
and indigenous notion in China, which may date
back to a prehistorical notion which in ancient
Babylon gained currency as the water of life.
But of course the moot group may have been
made under the influence of Christian thought.

'

Dr. Parker's theory is not positively impossible,
but all things considered it seems very improbable. P. c." Our ow n editorial judgment differs
from that of the Open Court, for Dr. Parker's
theory seems to us by no means improbable. On
the contrary, it coincides with the well established theory of the witness rendered to Christianity by the many symbolistic pictures carved
T

on

the walls of the catacombs in Rome.

PERSECUTING
BY

THE

CHURCH

IN FRANCE.

THE AUTHOR OF "SLAV AND MOSLEM."

No. I.
The true character and scope of the Associations Bill can no longer be disguised. It should
have been labeled An Act for the Suppression
of Religious Congregations Preparatory to the

"

Suppression of Catholicism in France." Noristhis
all. It is evident today that this Trouillot Bill,

with its numerous article* and conditions, was
merely a vulgar trap set by the Government to
extract from the doomed Congregations accurate

information regarding their property and their
members, in order to seize the former and see to
it that the latter are forever debarred from teaching or preaching. I say " seize," for every one
understands what " liquidation " means ; it is
merely an euphemism.
I have in previous articles dwelt on the bad
faith of the Combes ministry in closing by decree
some 3,000 free schools in spite of the solemn
assurance given by M. Waldeck-Rousseau, speaking for the Government, that these schools werein
no wise affected by the Associations Bill. At the
last Sessions of the Chambers a still more monstrous illegality was committed.
" Both the letter and the spirit of the Law of 1901 were violated." These are the words of M. Decrais, an
ex-minister of the Waldeck-Rousseau Cabinet,
pronounced at Bordeaux recently ; and he was
elected senator by a great majority on the
strength of this assertion and his assurance that
he had not voted with the ministry for the wholesale execution of the Congregations of men.
The law required that the demand for authorization of each religious Order be submitted to
the appreciation of the Chambers, but M. Combes
just bunched them into three categories?preaching, teaching, and contemplative?and they were
all sent to execution by cartloads like the victims

The Church in China.
Dr. Parker goes on to say "It is not uncommon for men of education when visiting
Europe, perhaps some town where Christianity has been wiped out of existence and
where no record or monument of the Christian
martyrs exists to attract their attention, to exclaim upon finding some Christian symbol modified by heathen control, to attribute the present
belief to some period before Christianity, or to
claim that these emblems explain where Christianity found its ideal. It depends very much
upon how the observer believes and if he has
read the history of Catholic Missions in China
and Japan. The Protestant yields reluctantly to
the praise of the Catholic Missions, and if he
recognizes Christian effort at all of an early date,
gives the glory to the Nestorians. The cause of
Christ has induced the missionaries of the Catholic Church to dye deeply the soil of every land of 1793.
In vain the Right protested against the illeunder the sun. There is no place where one can
gality
of this proceeding. " What do we care
Here
no
lay the finger on the map and say:
for
legality?
in
We have the majority," were
Catholic missionary has shed his life-blood
the
among
utterances
of the Left, who banged
the sacred cause of the Gospel. And the blood
their
and
theirfeet
Church,
desks,
stamped
and vociferated to
of these martyrs is the seed of the
disdrown
the
the
of the Right.
readily
speaker
voice of
the seed is hidden and not always
Worst
of
and used with
planted
produced
all, M. Combes
cerned, but God knows where it is all
well.
to be
purporting
as
much
effect a false document
and the time of the harvest He knows
Peace
of
Congregations,
signed
of
by
some Superiors
The times are growing late, the Prince
securities. In
may be at the gate. For them whom He has urging all to sell out government
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vain the Right demanded that the authenticity
of this document be established before taking the
final vote.
This act of M. Combes speaks for itself?we
all know what epithet would be applied to it in
private life. This wholesalers-oppression of religious preaching and teaching has been perpetrated in spite of the fact that the Concordat
provides that "the Catholic religion shall be
freely exercised in France." The allegation that

it did not expressly mention religious Congregations is a mere quibble. "No Church," savs
Guizot, is free that may not develop according
"
to its genius and history"?and every one knows
that teaching and preaching Congregations have
always formed an integral part of the Catholic
Church. Moreover, these teaching Orders are
suppressed in spite of the Loi Falloux which entitles all persons, duly qualified, to teach and
open schools.
The Charter of 1830 (under la monarchic <le
Juillet as the reign of Louis Philippe of Orleans
is called) conferred this liberty, but it remained
ineffective until 1850 when the Loi Falloux
finally abolished the state monopoly of education
which Napoleon I. had established in the hands
of the University of Paris. Long before 1850
Guizot had proclaimed that liberty in teaching was the only wise solution.
The State "
he said, must accept free competition with its
rivals, both lay and religious, individuals and

"

"

corporations." M. Giraidin, reporter of the Educational Commission of 1847, expressed himself
as follows : Even before the Charter of 1830
"
experience and the interests of learning required
and obtainedliberty in teaching. Here certainly
we must say that liberty was ancient and
'
despotism new.' I need not defend the principle
of this liberty, for it is in the Charter. I only
wish to show that it has always existed in some
form or other. Emulation is desirable in studies.
Formerly the competition was between the University of Paris and the Congregations, and
the studies were benefited. In 1763 Voltaire
himself regretted the dispersion of the Jesuits
because of the healthful rivalry that existed between them and the University.
A
monopoly of education given to priests would be
an anachronism. But to exclude them would be
an anachronism not less regrettable, thus spoke
"
a representative liberal of the Second Republic.

...

Correspondence.
[In this department we shall publish letters asking for
or giving such Information as may be desired
information
by our subscribers, provided the writer's name and address
given,
be
not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee
of good faith. The Intention Is to give our subscribers a
means of interchanging views and of giving information,
but the Review will not be responsible for the opinions expressed in such letters. Controversy will not be allowed
1

No Divorce In the Catholic Church.
Boston, May 19, 1903.

Editor Review :
The Boston Herald in a recent issue had the following misleading heading to one of its news items: "Divorce in the Catholic Church." What a brilliant discovery! But alas,it is merely a figment of the imagination. The Catholic Church neither recognizes nor
permits divorce,?that is, the absolute separationof a
validly married couple. The case cited by the Herald
is as follows: Two first cousins without having obtained a dispensation go through the ceremony of
marriage. First cousins, as all Catholics know, are
forbidden by the Church to marry, unless they have
procured a dispensation. And when they marry without a dispensation the marriage is null and void. Iv
other words it is no marriage. The above-quoted case
was sent recently to one of the bishops of New England; and he of course pronounced the marriage null
and void on account of the impediment of blood relationship. The Herald hearing of the decision, and not
being very strong on the doctrines of the Church, came
to the erroneous conclusion that it was a case of absolute divorce. Hence the heading: "Divorce in the
Catholic Church." Let us hope that the Herald will
be more careful in future. We want the truth and
nothing but the truth.
A Catholicjl
?
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH

THE BOYS AND GIRLS
Defender's Promise.
I wish to become a member of the
League of Little Defenders of the Holy
Name.
I promise not to take the Holy Name
in vain by cursing or swearing or using

bad words.

pen in his mouth. I wonder why that
is. Some young Defender named John
ought to tell us.

Mother of Sorrows.

Our Blessed Mother took the Child
Jesus to the Temple, to present Him to
the Lord. She met there the holy old
man, Simeon. He told the Virgin Mother
that a sword of sorrow would pierce her
heart. At that moment, the thought of
the Passion of her Divine Son pierced
her heart like a sword of tire. Mary's
second sorrow comes when St. Joseph
tells her she must take Jesus into a
strange country to live, for Herod
wanted to kill Him. Next, Jesus is
lost for three days, and Mary and Joseph
seek Him sorrowing.
The Blessed
Mother meets Jesus carrying His cross
on the wayto Calvary; this is her fourth
sorrow. Fifth sorrow, she stands beneath where Jesus dies on the cross.
Sixth, Jesus is dead and placed in her
arms. Seventh, Jesus is buried, and she
can no longer see IIim!
The Sorrowful Mother is much pleased
with the devotion to her sorrows.
Mary Welsh.
"Praise to Jesus I"

10

" What did you think of at that
time ? Did you think of God and

Dear Uncle Jack, we know not how to
thank those who say so many nice things
about our Chapter, but we pray Cod to
you were on the bless them. Kind words
will never die.
a martyr of charYour loving niece,
Mary Doylk, Assistant Secretary.

of heaven, where
point of entering,
ity ?"
" Not at all," said she. " I A Letter to the Blessed Virgin.
thought only: How it burns and
"Praise to Jesus."
how I suffer! But a Sister of CharSt. Patrick's School,
ity, you know, must stay at her
Watertown, Mass., May 1, 1903.
post and save all the others before My dear Mother Mary:
I am very glad to write to you today.
she may think of herself."
says the chronicler, As this is the first day of your month,
was,"
That
"
that why I will write. You are very
perhaps more the word of a soldier prettyis with your crown of flowers on,
"than
that of a Sister; but it makes and the pearl beads. Francis Waldron
no difference, for the army of Sis- crowned you with the flowers; and the
ters will bear comparison with any beads OraceMcCafferty put around your
army. It Is a supernatural army, neck. I suppose you are happy now, and
the angels adoring your Son.
commanded by Christ." Selected. looking at
I must ask you for subscription for the
?

a

Chapter of Our Lady Help of Christians,
Haverhill, Mass., May 8, 1903.
Dear Uncle Jack :
As you have not heard from the Chapter of Our Lady Help of Christians for
some time, I will proceed to give you an
account of our last meeting, which was
held at the home of our vice-president,
Miss Annie Sheahan. First we said our
office, and all members stood, and repeated the Promise, and then sang the
hymn to our Lady. Business of the
Chapter was discussed and then a concert took place, in which our guest sang
and played the piano for the girls. We
left for home at 7.30 p.m. You will hear
from the Chapter more regularly now. I
must close.
Your niece,
Bernadkttk M. Roche, president.
P. S. A new member has been elected
and accepted by all the members. Her
name is Albertine Gorham. She made
the Promise and attended the last meeting. Will you kindly send me a card
?

I promise to use my influence to persuade others to join with me in defending the Holy Name from insult.
I promise to say to myself (not aloud),
whenever I hear any one swear, "God's
St. John, Evangelist.
Name be Praised."
Manual Serano.
St. John, the disciple whom Jesus
Frank Dwyer.
loved, was the son of Zebedee and Salome, and the younger brother of St.
Notice.
James the Great. St. John was a fishUncle Jack has received from the erman, and he and his brother James
Watertown Chapter three articles, were mending their nets by the sea of
The Story of the Blessed Virgin," Galilee, when Jesus called them to follow Him. Our Lord loved St. John
hy Mary Vaughan ; Mary, Mother above all the other apostles,
because of
of Sorrows," hy Mary Welsh; and his great purity of heart. At the Last
St. John the Kvaugclist," by John Supper, He let him rest upon Hisbreast;
Glynn. From the coincidence in and from the cross, He gave him care of
names he supposes they are meant His own Mother. St. John preached
and suffered and did untold good for his
for the prize contest, but they are people; and when, from age, he could for her?
Uncle Jack reminds the Haverhill
not marked to that effect. Please let no longer preach, he would say to the
that Albertine's name
any one trying for the prizes say faithful children: " Love one another!"
why
always
When
asked
he
said
the
be
sent
would
like
the
must
with the Promise.
Uncle
Jack
;
so and
thing, he replied: " This is the Don't fail to do this, and then he will
same
to
add
their
ages.
children
Commandmentof the Lord; and who obsend the card to you.
serves it, does enough."
to
have
Uncle Jack would like
John Glynn.
Report of the Holy Child Band.
each child sign his or her age to the
Holy Child Band, Watertown,
The
Our California Chapter.
letters, and also say if they are tryheld the last meeting on May "th. ThirKern, Cab, May 15, 1903.
ing for the prizes that he offered.
ty-five members were present, and three
Dear Uncle Jack :
little visitors. We opened the meeting
I hope you will excuse me for not
Suggestionsfor the Prize Contest. writing to you sooner, but I could not by reciting the Promise in unison; then
we sang, "To Jesus' Heartall burning."
Roxbury, May 18, 1903.
do so on account of examinations in John Manning read, "One, Two, Three,"
Dear Uncle Jack:
school.
from the Working Boy. John Glynn,
The secretary's report of the Siena
The April meeting of the Chapter was
and George McCarthy
Band of St. Patrick's Chapter, Water- held on Palm Sunday, at the home of Robert Fitzgerald
in
concert
"Heroes."
"Clovers"
read
interesting;
and the Mary O'Boyle. Twenty members antown, was very
was read from the Review by Mary
treasury
has
in
Chapter
the
motive the
swered the roll-call. The oflice was Barnes, and the class recited in concert
collection is most laudable. We would said, and two new members were
be glad to hear from other young secre- elected. At four o'clock the meeting part of "Paul Reveres Ride." Mary
Doyle read "My Mother's Legacy."
taries how their Chapter's interest is closed.
Then "Jesus, Holy Child" was sung,
kept up. June 21 will soon be here,
Kern City is a part of the parish of and we went home.
and Uncle Jack will decide about those
Bakersfield.
The two priests are Father
Uncle Jack, I wish you could see the
prizes. We all know that he is so fairLennon and Father Hennessy.
children in the class try to find out about
minded that the prizes are only for the
The Chapter wishes me to express to
future men and women for whom he Joanella Patricia O'Kelly many thanks their name-saint. A little girl named
Ann gave us a start. As soon as Sister
of
course
these
formed the League; but
for her fine article on the life of Junitold us, she wrote all she could think of
comply
must
with
the
people
young
pero Serra.
about St. Anne, addressed her own enconditions he imposes, and send in their
Your loving nephew,
velope, and her story was sent out that
letters in time.
Lewis J. Gwynn.
afternoon.
Will any little defender who is named
We are all watching the birds, trees
"Elizabeth" tell us about her nameA BEAUTIFUL INCIDENT.
and flowers. We bring buttercups, lilies
saint, the dear St. Elizabeth of Hun.
Whilst the Paris Charity Bazaar of the valley, violets, blue and white, and
Gary ? Why is she so often represented
Blessed Virgin's altar; and
is
mantle,
which
holding a corner of her
was blazing some five years ago, a lilacs for the
we
had
a
"jack-in-the-pulpit"
growing
along
She
is
walking
with
roses
?
filled
young Sister stood erect and calm
box. On the first day of May, we
a bare road in winter weather, so how near the chair whereon stepped, one in a
crowned the Blessed Virgin and wrote
did she get these roses ? It must be a
who
esanother,
persons
the
letters to her. Each child asked her for
Elizafter
young
story;
will some
very pretty
abeth tell us about it ?
caped from the doomed building something, and in return promised to
There are so many Little Defenders through an opening giving access to honor her more than ever. We send one
named Mary, they ought to tell us some- the Palace Hotel. She steadied the of the letters which was placed under
our statue; you might like to read it.
thing about Our Dear Lady, the Queen
one hand, and with the The little girl who wrote this letter loves
chair
with
how
very
grateful
they
and
Saints,
of
to escape the Blessed Virgin very tenderly, and
are to have her beautiful name, and to other assisted every one
were asked Sister, one day, if it were possible
of
none
Mary."
am
a
child
flames.
When
say,
to
I
be able
from the
"
for us to love (Jod as much as His Blessed
Little
Demany
Of course there are
left to save she took her turn, got Mother loved Him.
Sister told her to
fenders named John. They could tell out half dead, frightfully burned
love God with her whole heart and soul,
us why St.
the Evangelist is al-

"

"

"

2>resi<lenl

?

?

John

with an eagle near and disfigured for life.
him. Sometimes this eagle has a quill she was asked:
ways represented

May 30 1903.

Rkvikw. Sister hasbeen asking me, Ol
if I should try to count how many times
she has asked me, I do not know what
to say!
I wonder if St. Josephremembersthat
letter I wrote to him, and asked for the
badge and Manual. And I also asked
you to make me a good girl, and make
me a good girl in school, as I make a
promise to honor Jesus' name and to go
to church every morning. As I have
hope some day to live with you and your
Son, will you help me to get there? As I
have nothing more to say, I will close

with love.
Your loving child,
Mary Barnes.
St. Patrick's School,
Watertown, May 14, 1903.

Dear Uncle Jack:?
St. Anne was a great saint; in heaven
the nextto the Blessed Virgin Mary. St.
Anne took the Blessed Virgin Mary to
the Temple.
Your loving niece,
Annie Elizabeth Shields.

A Secretary's Report.
Watertown, Mass., May 26, 1903.
Report of St. Joseph's Band:
We had our meeting at President
Joseph Doyle's house. First, we read
the Promise; then we voted for the officers. Charlie Ostridge got treasurer,
and I secretary. Then we decided to use
our dues for a bouquet for the Blessed
Sacrament, the first Friday of every
month. Then we had a game of ball.
That was very exciting and lasted until
five o'clock. We wish to thank you for
the membership cards, and I hope our
Chapter will be a success. I will close
now. In my next letter, I will tell you
about myself. From
Your new nephew,
?

Willie Rkilly.
St. Agnes.
In the basilica of Santa Agnese,
over the cemetery of Santa Agnese,
in Home, is an inscription, containing an early use of the word Catholic. On an oblong stone occurs a
hare equilateral cross, a rare sign on
the loculi. On the martyr's feast-day,
Jan. 21, the ceremony of blessing
two lamhs takes place (Agnes, Agnus.) These lambs are paid yearly
by the basilica to the Lateran canons,
who present them to the Pope. They
are afterwards kept hy the nuns of
the monastery of St. Cecilia, who
tend and feed them till the octave
of Easter, after which they make
their wool into the archepiscopal
pallium. In the fourth century, St.
Jerome tells us that St. Agnes' renown was spread among all nations,
hymns and homilies having been
composed in all tongues in her honor.
She died hy fire and sword. No
festival has been kept in Rome with
greater solemnity, after those of the

Later on and then she would love Hira as His Apostles, than that of St. Agnes.
W. T. P.
Mother loved Him_
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people were evidently interested, and
the results obtained were all that
could be desired, and more, in fact,
than we had reason to expect. It
f
was
certainly a remarkable evidence
me
of the faith and love that must characterize the faithful of this district.
DloceMß
Office:
The appeal was made at the sevDirector,
75 Union Park,
I
eral
Masses in the old church, and
OF BOSTON. | Rev jameg Anthony Walsh.
Boston.
in the basement of the noble strucand alms, [ ALL CATHOLICS
Catholics of I ture which will stand as one of the
ITS To assist, by prayers
any age anil
the work of Catholic mission- j MAY
.IU
Rc mcmDGi_.
Mp Mß pnc
great monuments to religion in the
A
DC
All" ariesin heathen and other non- ]
0 f either sex
'"
'
may
join
Society.
Departed
the
souls
Catholic countries.
city. "Basement" is a poor word to
may be enrolled as ordinary, special or
use for this greatassembly-place. Its
perpetual members.
P:
ME
Living and dead asmassive pillars, the long vaulted
SPIR.TUAL
ORDINARY
sociates share in the
intention one Our
FAVORS
M,U^ceiling
(which reminds one of the
and
of
prayers
merits
MEMBERS
Father and Hail
missionaries, ana in the thousands of
Mary with the inlower
at Assisi), the many
church
by
sixty
plenMasses said
them. Over
vocation, "St Francis Xavier, pray for
y an d many partial indulgences may
solid
us." (This intention may be applied ar
details,
make
one feel that he
he gained yearly, all of which, as aponce for all to the usual morning or
is indeed in a church worthy of the
Grace tue Most Rev.
evening prayers.)
(2) Give five cents a
P ro Tl. ,?y His
Archbishop, are applicable to the souls
month, or sixty cents a year, in alms
name.
in Purgatory.
',
for the missions.

SOCIETY FOR THE
PROPAGATION t° FAITH,

the

archdiocese!

.

oTdS &?&o£s

'

PROMOTERS AND
R4Nn«
s OP TPN
»«nuaw
icn.

Promoters co>
lect the offerngB from teu
members, make returns to the Paroj chial Director, if the parish has a
the Annals.
; branch, and circulate
Where there is no branch, returns are
made to the Diocesan Director.
Letters from the misTHE
at one j ANNAI S
sion-fields areprinted in
PERPETUAL Contribute
AiinAi.3.
a
sum
ofmoney
various languages and
time
MRMRPBQ
JnclYlDcKS
not i eSB than forty
published, with illustrations, in magv
zinc form.
These are called Annals,
dollars ($4O 00), and are thereafter enrolled in perpetuity. They may enjoy | ami are distributed, gratis, two to each
under
conand
one to each Special or
Promoter,
the usual
all spiritual favors
ditions prescribed for other members. ) Perpetual Member.
Recite the above praySPECIAL
'
era and contribute six
?CD S
MfciYlDfcKa
dollars ($0.00) a year,
representing the sum collected in a
band of ten. A special member receives
a copy of the Annals every two
months.

,

,

:

FORM OF BEQUEST.

" I hereby give, devise and bequeath unto
the ' Society for the Propagation of the Faith,
Dollars,
of
of Baltimore City,' the sum
(If real esUte, describe the property and its location)
expended
appropriate
be
used
and
for
the
to
objects of said corporation."
can help the work
considerably by sending to the Diocesan
Director reports of meetings, the names of
new Promoters, changes of residence,
withdrawals, and items of interest.

SECRETARIES
OF BRANCHES

NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
St- Michael's, Lowell-

Pastor, Rev. John J. Shaw.
Organized April 20, 1002.
Promoters, 51; members, 510.
138.55
Offerings, April,
o

St Peter's, Lowell-

o

o

Pastor, Rev. Michael Ronan.
Director, Rev. Daniel J. Heffernan.
Organized October, 1000.
Promoters, 00; members, 000.
$62.55
Offerings, March-April,
o

o

o

Sacred Heart, Newton Centre.

Pastor, Rev. Denis .1. Wholey.
Director, Rev. Thomas J. Lee.
Organized April G, 1002.
Promoters, 48; members, 480.
816.30
Offerings, May,
o

o

o

St. Patrick's, Stoneham.

Pastor, Rev. William J. Millerick.
Director, Rev. M. ,1. O'Connor.
Organized December 8, 1001.
Promoters, 38; members, 380.
SI 1.00
Offerings, May,
o

o

o

St- Bernard's, Concord-

Pastor, Rev. Edward .1. Moriarty.
Director, Rev. M. J.Scanlon.
Organized January 20, 1002.
Promoters, 28; members, 280.
*7.40
Offerings, May,
o

o

o

St- Mary's, Dedham.

Pastor, Rev. John H. Fleming.
Director, Rev. James R. Xulty.
Organized Xovember, 1901.
Promoters, 04; members, 640.
*17.00
Offerings, April,

o

o

o

St. Joseph's, Somerville-

Pastor, Rev. Christopher T. McOrath,
P. K.
Director, Rev. Michael J. Welch.
Organized November, 1808.
Promoters, 30; members, 300.
Offerings, May,
137.80
o

o

o

St. Catherine's, Somerville.

l'astor, Rev. James J. O'Brien,
Director, Key. Daniel W. Lenihan.
Organized < >ctober, 1898.
Promoters, 20; members, 200.

t

offerings, April,

$21.55

In the afternoon when Vespers
had been sung, the Promoters gathered for some instructions on the
principal details of.their work, and
many who did not give their names
in the morning gave them at this
time with the result that more than
170were enrolled.
The Branch will meet in conjunction with the Promoters for the
League of the Sacred Heart?on the
fourth Sunday of the month, under
the direction of the Rev. John T.
O'Brien who is in charge of the
Sacred Heart League,? when the
Annals will be distributed and returns

made.

St. Joseph's, Lynn.
The Rev. Father Harrington
pastor ol St. Joseph's, Lynn, is parPromoters, Ivi; members, 720.
ticularly in sympathy with the great
Offerings, April,
£.10.50
cause of the propagation of the
o
o
o
faith, being firmly convinced that as
St. Catherine's, Charlestown.
Pastor, Rev. Matthew T. Hoylan.
his people become more interested
Director, Itev. A. M. Readdy.
in this work, their love for the
Organized March, 1899.
Promoters, 00; members, 000.
Church grows stronger and their
Offerings, April,
$29.00
loyalty more firm. Father Harringo
o
o
ton likes the work of the Society,
St, Columbkille's, Brighton.
Pastor, Rev. A. J. Rossi.
too, because it tends to make devoDirector, Rev. George A. Reardon.
tion more unselfish.
Organized May, 1899.
Promoters, 38; members, 380.
On invitation from the parochial
Offerings, April-May,
$72.80
director, the Rev. Edward Dolan, a
o
o
o
o'Toole's,
St Lawrence
Lawrence.
visit was recently made to the reguPastor, Rev. John M. Fleming, O.S.A. lar monthly meeting of the Sacred
Director, Rev Bernard J. O'Donnell,
Heart League, and the Diocesan
O. 8. A.
Organized, February, 1900.
Director addressed some words of
Promoters, 18; members, 180.
Offerings, March-April,
159.30 encouragement for the work of the
o
o
o
propagation of the faith.
St- Michael's, North Andover.
Several came forward after the
Pastor, Rev. John M. Gallagher.
Offerings, Jan.-May,
meeting and asked for Promoter's
146.96
o
o
o
cards, and many of the former ProSt. Philip's, Bostonmoters acknowledged personally the
Pastor, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
Director, Rev. Owen Doherty.
receipt of letters of encouragement
Offerings, April,
$01.75
from the central office at Union Park
o
o
o
St, John's, Roxburystreet, Boston.
Pastor, Rev. Hugh C. Smyth.
Director, Rev. Garrett J. Barry.
Are We Doing All We Can ?
Offerings, April,
$31.00
Gather up the crumbs that reof
main
lest they be lost."
Church,
Gate
Heaven
South
Boston.
The gathering of many crumbs
The people of South Boston are
means much sustenance to needy
proverbially responsive to any appeal that makes for the advancement missionaries.
The body must be nourished as
of their blessed faith ; and pride in
the glory of the Church as well as well as the soul. We are made up
love for their needy fellows in Christ of both.
The missionary must live in order
brought from the Gate of Heaven
parishioners on Sunday, May 10, a to instruct and baptize. He asks no
whole-souled response that crowned luxuries. We owe him at least the
necessities of life. Let us not grudge
a busy day with deep satisfaction.
The cause of the missions in the him these.
form ot a proposed organization was
tic has gone forward to a life of
presented here lor the hist time j the hardship and loneliness to help carry
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What Shall We
Have for Dessert?

This question arises in the family
every day. Let us answerit to-day. Try

Jell-O,

a delicious and healthful dessert. Pre-

pared in two minutes.

berry and Strawberry. Get a package
at yourgrocers to-day. 10 cts.

Christ's command for us who
labor at home.
We remain at home in a position
t<i help him. Are we doing so?
out

Duuixg the recent visit of the
German Emperor to Our Holy Father, the Pope, the conversation
turned to the work of German missionaries,who number about 1,200 in
addition to 300 nuns. Emperor
William said that these missionaries
would always find the protection of
their country wherever they might
wander, and the Pontiff declared
that the work of missionaries increased the influence and prestige of
Germany.

(30,000

Kinging 'Hound tlie World
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St, Mary's, Melrose.
Pastor, I!ev. Francis J. Glynn.
Organized May 11, lt)0_
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baking! add boiling water and set to
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The Tonic

Par Excellence.
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«A Win* Cordial..
The best specific remedy for
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\.V Colds,Fevers,
Influenza, Ac. y
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A Place to Visit.
One of the most interesting workrooms In
lhi< city and one to which visitors are cor
rtially welcomed is the Sanitary Bedding
Factory of the Fame. Furniture Comrjarlv
at 48 Canal street. Every possible precau
lion and safeguard
surrounds the mknufa,

""The?ii

thi-

tare <* mattresses and pillows
work- ~?s
nis
other xhibltion Indoubtful
this country which ??
compare Willi this one
standpoint, and, best of all, such bedding
costs no more than the ordinary
kind.
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WE HAVE
JUST THE SUIT
You've been looking for. How do we
know ?
That's just what we want to show
you.

it.

Come in, and we'll tell you all about

You will be pleased with the
Price
Quality, Style and Fit.

'

You'll wonder why you never came in
before.
We are always up-to-date on style,
and we have everything in the
Clothing
line.

OAK HALL,
Washington and Elm Sts.
I'lease mention Review.
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Temperance.
TEMPERANCE IN GERMANY.
Bruce W. Grierson, writing in
the Boston Transcript, says that to
preach temperance in Berlin may
seem, to some, a humorous undertaking ; and yet he declares that there
is not wanting in Germany a body

of public opinion utterly opposed to
excess in drinking, and utterly unmoved by the fallacious plea that
from time immemorial the German
has swum in an ocean of lager. It
is a German, Dr. Wilhelm Bode,
who says:?

Count yon Posadowsky has used
the impressive influence of his rank
and official position (he is secretary
of state of the imperial home office)
by joining the international antialcohol congress and presiding at
its recent convention in Berlin. A
year ago Count Douglas begged the
Prmssian Diet to make stringent
liquor laws, and last November the
Prussian ministers of education and
of matters concerning medicine and
of trade and commerce issued a rescript whose purpose was to put a
stop to the sale of spirits to boys
and girls under sixteen, as well as

to habitual drunkards. The minisfact
ters would also forbid the sale of
overlook the

" People quite
that modern drinking

has nothing
with
the
carousals
of the
in common
The
Gerof
olden
times.
Germans
sat
olden
never
in a
mans of
times
tavern, never smoked a cigar, and
never turned night into day, or
knew anything about the drinks that
people like to imbibe nowadays. The
beer they learned to brew from

their Celtic neighbors in the West
in the days of Christ was no beer,
in our sense of the term, but more
to be compared with the Russian
kwass. Beer made from hops has
only been known for about a thousand years ; brandy was only introduced in the sixteenth century. It is
ipu__ true that in the days of the
ancient Germans many of them were
inclined towards intemperance, and
in this way brought misery on
themselves, but these Germans
ought not to be set up as a pattern
for us. We should listen to the
best of our race, and we shall find
that the noblest spirits, the best
friends of our race, those who could
best judge as to the wants of the
people, always stood up against this

drinking.'"
' German
Mr. Grierson quotes from a recent

article in the Contemporary Review, showing to what alarming proportions the national drink bill of
Germany has grown. This amounts
at present to $750,000,000 a year.
The effect of beer-drinking upon
German social life, (in spite of those
who say that beer is not harmful to
Germans), this Contemporary Review article declares to be highly
dangerous. Germans to the number
of 180,000 are dragged to the police
court every year because of excessive drinking; nearly a third of the
German lunatics are made so by alcohol ; four-fifths of the German
idiots are children of drunkards;
half the expense of asylums, orphanages and jails is the indirect product of intemperance; the shocking
number of accidents in factories is,
in a great measure, traceable to alcoholism ; and a Prussian statesman
has declared " that the drink plague
is literally gnawing at the marrow
of our nation, and conceals in itself
a danger, for our further development, in every field of progress."
In view of these facts, it is little
wonder that Germans of thought
and standing are turning their attention to some remedy.
To show his earnest approval of a
temperance movement in Gennany>
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least one-third of these belong to
The Good
Schleswig - Holstein.
Templars have ninety-one lodges in
Holstein, and seventy - eight in
Schleswig. At the universities also
a beginning has been made. At
Heidelberg and Kiel, German students' temperance associations have
existed for some time, and a branch
of the same association has been
formed quite recently at the Berlin
University which numbers already 11HHtfFi-MHMVHBr 1
VVBB HllESniEjEv A
fifty members.
After reading of these efforts
at

toward temperance in Germany, one
is well inclined to agree with Mr.
Grierson that, though the movement

is still comparatively weak, yet it is
spirits before eight in the morning. being taken seriously. It is creatThey would have the police post ing a body of public opinion which
"black lists " of confirmed inebriates will, in years to come, exert a most
in all drinking places. Last March, beneficial influence upon German
after the government had approved morals. The outlook is hopeful.
the plans of Count Douglas, the
AN IRISH PUBLICAN POET PATRIO.
minister of education declared that
this marked the first step of reform
The wayIrish patriotism sometimes
legislation. He added : " Gentlemixed up with Irish whiskygets
men, it can not be denied that if the
is not very creditable to Ireselling
hand of reform be not soon brought
land,
or the Irish. Our readers do
to bear on this canker that is connot
need to be reminded of the ingaming the marrow of the German
congruity
of draping a saloon with
nation, we shall be confronted with a
green flag. Yet we all know it is
conditions that will in sooth be done very often in this country.
lamentable."
But in Ireland, while they are learnMoreover, there is a strict legal ing rapidly to differentiatepatriotism
regulation of drinking in the army from the public-house, there are still
to be found startling examples of the
and navy of Germany. A drunken way
these things are, at times, inexofficer is no longer seen on parade, tricably entangled. A so-called panor do soldiers carry spirits with triot in Belfast, for instance, has
them on the march. Field Marshal named his public-house the " Emmet
General yon Haeseler has even gone Bar," and has issued (in view of the
fact that this is the centenary year
so far as to forbid the sale of spirits of
Emmet's execution ) an adverin the canteens of his corps. In the tisement in verse, part of which
imperial navy a sailor is fined for runs thus.?
the first case of drunkenness on "Of patriotic Emmet we often have read,
Of his gallant championship of old
duty and dismissed for the second.
Ireland's cause;
Amongst private corporations In remembrance of him who for us his
blood has shed
which advocate and practice tempWe'll drink at 'Emmet Bar,' in spite
erance are the Association for Comof any laws.
bating the Abuse of Spirituous "Then put round the glasses?full to the
brim,
Liquors; a number of Roman Cathto the lasses, but never forget him
olic associations, such as the Young Drink
Who died for his country, who died for
the cause;
Men's Association, in Rhineland,
We'll drink at 'Emmet Bar ' in spite of
and the Blue Cross Association, in
any laws."
South Germany; and the Good
Further along the inspired poetTemplars in the North. In connec- patriot sings:?\u25a0
tion with these movements for the "Just call at 'Emmet Bar' on the Ciillingtree Road,
promotion of temperance in GerAnd there you'll see immortalised the
note
to
that
interesting
many, it is
memory of the good,
the temperance movement was orig- The glorious hero and the many deeds
that he has done,
inally taken up in Germany by the
Catholic clergy after the successes
of Father Mathew in Ireland. In
the period from 1843 to 1851 a good
deal of temperance work was done
in Westphalia, and 82,000 persons
promised the apostle of that movement, at Osnabriick, to abjure spirits
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Food
Productsj
Always ready to .serve?always deliriously
ap-
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petizing. The natural flavor of the choicest
meats and vegetables?the delicate aroma that
comes from dishes temptinglyprepared?the
appetizing, satisfying relish that delights the
epicure?all these you'll find in Libby's 8
Home Baked Pork and Beans. Made in fl
Libby's spotless kitchens, where purityreigns II
supreme?'tis only one of Libby's Good f I
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Tilings to Eat.
Senafive 2c stamps for Libby's big Atlas of the
World, Handsome booklet?"How to Make Good

Things to Eat"?tree*

V

Chicago

You'll find the Porter stunning, and tho
Whisky No 1.
"If you want to spend a jolly night, just
call at 'Emmet Bar,'
You'll meet with friendship only, quite
free from any jar,
You'll meet with only kindness, if you
champion the cause
Of the glorious and immortal, in =jpite of
any laws."

We are willing to give this publican-patriot the benefit of our cir-

culation, to show what execrable

taste (to say nothing worse) lurks
behind the counter of the bar to
which he has atlixed the name of one

of Ireland's most cherished sons.
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and to be moderate in the use of
other liquors. A similar movement
was started in Silesia, and about a
thousand temperance societies were
founded. As such they did not exist
very long, but the movement had
the effect of almost entirely suppressing drunkenness in Upper $
Silesia. There has recently been a
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Of Irish Interest.
THE IRISH IN AMERICAN LIFE.

Mr. Edward

F. McSweeney's

address on the Irish element in our
population, before the Charitable
Irish Society, last week, was not of
the kind which we usually hear at
St. Patrick's Day banquets and
other occasions sacred to fiery
oratory and race-glorification. It
was, on the contrary, a thoughtful,
well-prepared presentation of the
position which the Irishhaveattained
in American life, and contained
striking arguments to prove that
people of Irish blood must not, unless they wish to deteriorate, be
content to rest on the laurels of
their fathers. The following passages from Mr. McSweeney's address
are well worthy of serious consideration:
The Irish-American can not ape
Americanism; he must be content to
be what he is, a member of a cleanblooded race, witlt honorable traditions and a magnificent history, if
he wants to amount to anything.
If he must set up some American
for a model, let him try and live up
to men of whom not only America,
but the world, is proud. Loyalty
to the government of the republic,
fidelity to its political system and
polity and a willingness at all times
to preserve its integrity and defend
its gooil name, are the tliin_s the
United Stales requires from its citizens. The man who strives to
make an Irishman into a Yankee,
or a Yankee into an Irishman, spoils
two fine types of humankind, and
injures the republic. It is the
strength and glory of America that
it has many types of men and races,
and that in the gradual process of
amalgamation she is producing a
newer race without destroying the
older one. Imitation is sincere flattery, but bad art, and imitation race
types are the scorn of the world.
The world of the century we are
entering is an industrial and commercial world; the qualities that
made men successful in the ages of
battle and discovery, exploration
and colonization, will secure success
today and in this century. Courage,
imagination, fidelity, tenacity, honesty, reverence are as potent in
trade, industry ami finance as in the
other departments of human activity.
Tf the firesof oar fathers haveburned
out of their sons; if there be nothing
but ashes ami dust in their hearts
and brains, the race will, and would
better, perish. The Jew has survived and succeeded, because of his
fidelity to priest and prophet, because he clung to his ideals and
obeyed the laws he traced from
Sinai. As prosperity rots him, lie
perishes; when he forgets, as some
of our race are forgetting, his glory
passes away.
This is no novel proposition; it is
the law. God and nature have decreed that when trees become sapless, they snap and fall. If our race
is to make its mark and preserve its
identity, it must prepare for the,
?
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new conditions. The energies which
were wasted in acquiring the dubious title of the fighting race must,
be turned into new and peaceful
channels. The men of the twentieth
century will be manufacturers, merchants, financiers, engineers, men of
executive ability and technical training. Theremaybe a place somewhere
for the born genius who does things
by inspiration and intuition, but it
will probably be in a museum. So
far, the history of man seems to show
that results are achieved by work.
When the Garden of Eden was
closed man was advised that Ins
bread should be earned by the sweat
of his brow; the garden is still closed,
and the necessity for laborStill exists.
He who succeeds must prepare,
study, train and work patiently and
persistently to acquire that skill and

"

"

knowledge which spell power.
There is no other road to power and
wealth except the highway wet with
sweat; that road the old, hardy,
peasant Irish immigrant travelled,
and that road his children must
travel, or call the Jew and Italian

. . .

their masters.
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P Mrs.

Tupman, a prominent lady
of Richmond, Va.,
sufferer with
woman's troubles, tells of her
by

material of success lies in Irish
a great
blood and brawn. Dig it out. Put
some of our energy now given to
cure
polities into business and industry.
the
We will thus succeed in lifting
race up to the plane their native
: For some years I suffered with backache,
"IDear Mrs. Pixkham
talents intended them to occupy.
taking
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Lydi-,
commenced
"
If we keep on ignoring the experiiv June, 1901. When I had taken the first half bottle, I felt a vast imence of the *i<_vs, and imagine that provement, and have now taken ten bottles with the result that I feel
like a new woman. When I commenced taking the Vegetable Compound I felt all worn out and was fast approaching complete nervous
collapse. I weighed only Yd pounds. Now I weigh 109J pounds and
fail and drop to the rear with the am improving every day. I gladly testify to the benefits received."?
Mrs. R. C. Tupmax, 423 West 30th St., Richmond, Ya.
9
weak, inefficient and unworthy; to
When a medicine has been successful in more than a million
drawers
of
and
be hewers of wood
eases, is it justice to yourself to say, without trying it,"I do not
water for the races now coming in, believe it would help me ?
"
who, having gained knowledge and
Surely you cannot wish to remain weak and sick and discouraged, exhausted with each day's work. You have some derangewisdom, profit by them.

Lydia E* Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
?

w

Just Among Ourselves.
Conducted by Aunt Bride.
May 10, 1908.
Dear Aunt Bride :
You no doubt can help me some,
though mine is a serious problem; still
there are many others worse off than
myself. But first of all I want to ask
you not to publish my letter, unless you
think it will be of use to some of your
?

girls.

I have had poor health all my life, and
in the last ten years have undergone
three surgical operations.
Three months ago I spent six weeks
in the hospital, and, while there, underwent a very delicate operation, which
would take too much of your time to
read about. I amrecovering very slowly.
< inly yesterday the Doctor was here
again. What I want you to do is to tell
me if it would be wise to take up copying letters at home? I have answered
several advertisements, and in every
case they request a deposit of from one
to two and a half dollars before sending
out any work, though one company has
written to me twice, and the last time
they said if I sent fifty cents they would
give me one thousand letters to copy,
for which I would receive twenty dollars.
I am not able to go out to work, and
must find some way to pay up my bills;
and if you can help me you will oblige
one of your unfortunate girls.
Yours; most sincerely,
Ella J.

ment of the feminine organism, and Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will help you just as surely as it has others.

?

*

Mrs. W. H. Pelham, Jr., 108 E. Baker St., Richmond, Va., says :
Dear Mrs. Pn_n_M :?I must say that I do not believe there is any
female medicine to compare with Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,and I return to you my heartfelt thanks
for what your medicine has done for me. I!ci_B_R_.
aTI
taking the Vegetable Compound, I was so
-_£
___I_k
MhL badly off that I thought I could not live much
m
tKf
__ll_* ]on«riM-. The little work I had to do was :\
__o? \ _T
to me.
I suffered with the most seL.m Wt
s^e_'ir s troubles peculiar to women, which caused
severe irritation.
JHB Wk
1 looked like one who had
r Jr
\|fl B
W&> consumption, but Idon it look like that now,
H
Jk
and I owe it all to your wonderful medicine.
1 took only six bottles, but it has
n, ade me feel like a new person. I thank
j_sls/P'f_r^S i
t,iat tnere s sucn lemal( helper as

"

'""'
'""
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'

*

'

therefore, believed by all
women who are ill that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Is the medicine tbey should take. It has stood the test of time,
and it has hundreds of thousands of cures to its credit. Women
should consider it unwise to use any other medicine.
Mrs. Pinkham, whose address is Lynn, Mass., will answercheerfully and without cost all letters addressed to her by sick women.
Perhaps she has just the knowledge that will help your case
try her to-day
it costs nothing.
*? eaamam forthwith produce the original letters and signatures of
FORFEIT
ff\f.f\f\f\ above
testimonials,
whleh will prove their absolute genuineness.
VKII
Lvdia K. I'inkliaiii Mediciue Co.. I.vim. Max.
vJjWUUUI
Be

It,

?

?

"

reasons. First, because she hopes
that it may meet the eye of some
one able to suggest a way out of her
difficulty for Ella. Her case is a
trying one, and Aunt Bride knows
she will have the sympathy of all
Aunt Bride's girls. Some of them
Aunt Bride has taken the liberty may be able to render her practical
of printing Ella J.s letter for two assistance by suggesting profitable

work which will not tax her strength,
and which may be carried on at

home.
The second reason which impelled
Aunt Bride to print Ella's letter is
the fact that it offers a very suggestive text on which to hang a little
talk to Aunt Bride's girls, particu'Continued on page 15.
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THE QUEEN OF SEASONS.

declared against the King of Engby some disaffected persons;
land
BY CARDINAL NEWMAN.
that the rebels had already been
All is divinewhich the Highest has made, defeated and that the war would
Through the days that lie wrought, till soon be at an end. The English
the day when He stay'd;
commander desired to enlist some
Above and below, within and around,
men who would be given good pay
From the centre of space, to its utterand would be well looked after; this
bound.
most
was, he said, an excellent chance for
In beauty surpassing the Universe
those who were unable to pay their
smiled;
t)n the morn of its birth, like an innopassage and expense money, as
cent child,
they could have a fine life and everyOr like the rich bloom of some delicate thing free instead of being sold into
flower;
And the Father rejoiced in the work of servitude for six or seven years.
said the captain, " those
His power.
" Now,"
who
to enter the King's serdesire
Yet words brighter still, and a brighter
vice will prepare to go on shore in
than those,

And a brighter again, He had made had a few hours.
These good fellows
He chose;
will tell you all that is necessary."
And you never could name that conceivThe soldiers, two of whom spoke
able best.
German, immediately went among
To exhaustthe resources the Maker pos-

sess'd.
But I know of one work of His Infinite
hand,
Whioh special and singular ever must
Stand;

So perfect, so pure, and of gifts

such a

Store,
That even Omnipotence ne'er shall do
more.

the men, while the captain and the
officer went on deck. About thirty
were persuaded to take the King's
bounty, nor did any one interfere to
persuade them to the contrary, for
they were all single men with none
depending on them. Later on they
left in boats and cheered us heartily
as they w ere being rowed to the
shore. They knew nothing of the

r

The freshness of May, and the sweetness
of June,
And the fire of July in its passionate great issues involved, listening to
noon,
and believing in what they had been
Munificent August, September serene,
told, and affected only that they saw
Are together no match for my glorious
an end to present trouble and doubt.
Queen.
And of those of this race who afterO Mary, all months and all days are thine
ward fought on King George's side
own,
In thee lasts their joyousness, when they I know that they were bought from
the Prince of Hesse and, tike such
are gone;
And we give to thee May, not because it soldiers of fortune, would havefought
is best,
for this young country had their
Hut because it comes first, and is pledge
services been secured for that purof the rest.
pose. In those days fighting was
Written for the Review.
much of a trade, and the soldier
RALPH ROHAN, TROOPER.
fought for him who paid him, but
DAVID
COTTER.
BY PROFESSOR
with us in America we fought not
for money, but for right.
(Author's Copyright.)
Chapter Y.
After we had come on deck, as I
stood by Anna and Lena, the officer,
C Continued.)
We listened in an apprehension who was going to the cabin with
that we did not understand. We the captain, paused before us. He
knew not in what manner this grave was a very handsome young man,
news would affect us. My mother with a gay, free air as became one
and I had talked of the fighting be- who had not many troubles. He
tween King George's men and the looked somewhat too boldly, I
colonists, but did not attach much thought, at Anna.
"Can Captain Cathcart be of any
importance to these things, knowing
that the scene of the trouble was not service to you, young lady ? If so,
near my uncle's place or we should command me," he said, bowing

have heard of it at home.
" Yes," continued Herr Naas,
«the rebels have just been defeated
by Lord Cornwallis. There is much
alarm and the city is full of the

It was evident that the news was
now common property, for we could
hear much loud talking and excited

discussion going on outside. Herr
Naas left us in order to quiet and
reassure the people.
Early in the morning we saw a
large l>oat make for our vessel; there
were in it four soldiers and an
officer. Again we were ordered
below, and presently the captain
made his appearance, followed by
the officer and the soldiers. Captain Heerebrond ordered the women
to go to the rear, and then addressed
the men who had crowded to the

!

front.
He told them that war had been
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He turned to speak to the captain,
and then I saw Herr Naas approach.
I called to him. When he came up
I said:?
Sir, this gentleman forgets his
manners. These ladies need your
protection."
The preacher took Anna by the
hand. Captain Cathcart was fuming
with a rage which he ill suppressed.
I hope my young friend errs,"
said the preacher.
No officer of
His Majesty forgets that he is a

"

"

"

gentleman."
" Now, by?, what's all this?"
said the captain. " This young
whipper-snapper chooses to misinterpret a friendly interest I have
shown for this lady and?"
said I, interrupting him,
" Sir,"
it
is
evident
that you do not know
"
my name. I will introduce myself.
I am Ralph Rohan, gentleman, very
much at Captain Catheart's service
when he may find it convenient."
Before the captain could find
reply to this, which I uttered in a
way to make it very clear that I had
no fear of him, Herr Naas said
quickly:?
" Mv young friend is a relative of
of Mr. Ducrois, on whom he is waiting. Mr. Ducrois, sir, may be known
to you. These ladies are under my
charge. If I find that Captain
Cathcart can be of use to them, I
shall assuredly call on him."

The captain muttered something

May 30, 1903
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Everything
lasts longer. What does old
style washing do to the clothesj
Jvist listen to that grinding and
crunching when they're rubbed
on the wa.shboa.rd. How can
anything stand such rubbing?

PEARLINE saves that. Make
sure that everything is washed
699
with Pearline. simply to
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Sa-ve tKe wear
and tea_r

ncatli this an equally long inside
coat, this latter being tightly buttoned, having round his neck a
white kerchief, and with a large,
Quickly Relieves

Car Sickness
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"It's good for children too."
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BOME AND EUROPE?For those -who have
time and a little money, why not consider
the coming IMlgrimage to Rome, and Tour to
the Continent and British Isles, leavingJuly
7th. Such a trip is preferable to, and cheapei
than, lounging aimlessly by the seaside, or
on m< untain hotel porches. One gets some
thing tangible for one's money. Send foi
particulars McGrane's Catholic Tours, 187
Broadway, New York.
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like an imprecation and favored me
with a glare of rage, at which I

smiled. Whatever his reason was,
he chose not to notice me further,
and turning abruptly on his heel,
strode forward, followed by the
ship's captain.
It was some time ere I saw Cap- f
'\ &__l v _r___.*_)
tain Cathcart again.
'?"''"V* *AtM
We could not eat that day, but
watched and waited. Herr Naas
had gone ashore early, but everyone
else was detained, for not one had
OUR SPECIALTY IS HATS.
the means of paying his debts. After
The shades and shapes for Spring are
midday boats began to make for our more
becoming than they have been for
vessel, and then we all knew that years.
NO HAT
FVER BOUGHT will
there were coming those who wished prove more YOU
satisfying than those we
The Kirch sell at
$2.00 and $3.00.
to buy our services.
and
I
remained
togrouped
family
gether on deck; soon there were
many people going among the passlightly.
sengers, appraising their physical
689 Washington St.,
But Anna did not understand him. appearance as if they were so many
So I answered:?
171 Hanover St.
cattle and bargaining with those
English poorly. who suited, especially looking for
lady
speaks
The
"
She has no friends in Philadelphia." some from their own dorf or localJONES
Then I shall be her friend," says ity.
"
ALL KINDS OF
he. "Is she to be sold? "
As we sat awaiting the return of
When he asked this question he Herr Naas, a stont gentleman wearstared at Anna, surveying her as if ing a long open black coat with a
Street,
Boston.
she were placed there for appraisal. row of buttons, and having under- 147 Milk
Telephone, 4000 Main.
Now, I relished very ill this
insolent behavior, and I said:?
" If the lady has no friends on D. A.
shore, she certainly has on board SLATE, TIN, COPPER, AND GRAVEL
this vessel?and on this very deck.
CATHOLIC CHURCH COODS AND
Your conduct, sir, embarrasses this
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES.
lady. Anna, come with me. Come,
Lena."
64-66 ESSEX ST., Cor. Chauncy St,
Not so fast, Master Fireaway,"
Office : 352 Cambridge Street,
"
BOSTON.
says he, flushing up and standing
Residence: 55 Fourth Street,
before us; " I think you would make
Agents for all the European SteamEAST CAMBRIDGE.
a good subject for the King. Egad !
ship Companies.
you'll come with us on shore. We
on
Ireland and Scotland
England,
Drafts
want some light dragoons."
Attention
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to Repairing Roofs-
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wide-rimmed hat on his head, ap- j>lacc for Madam Kirch and her
proached us and addressed Madam daughters, but that with the help he
Kirch. He introduced himself as already had and his four sons he did
Mr. Henry Keppele, president of not require the two young men.
the German Society, asking her if
" But," said he, "my neighbor,

he could be of service to us.
The kind manner of this gentleman touched Madam Kirch deeply,
and she hastened to tell him her
tale. To this he listened attentively,
and with evident sympathy.
My dear madam," he said, when
she had finished, yours, unfortunately, is to me no strange story.
Many have been robbed in this way
and sent here by the fraud of these
men. I think, however, I shall be
able to aid you in some manner, but
you will find things not as you
have been accustomed to them.
Still, all these people whom you
see contracting to serve for some
time will not be badly off. They
will be working for their own countrymen. In time, too, they will Income independent landowners.
These men whom you see coming
here today are men of standing and
character in the community. Many
?almost all of them
were at one
time just what these passengers are
now. Many, indeed, came here
with plenty of money and still indentured themselves as servants to
learn better this land and its customs. If your daughters and sons
go to some good families they will
get a helping hand; in time they
will own land and be their own
masters. The sooner I see to this,
madam, the better, for these are
days of war, and the country is
much disturbed. Have no fear,
madam, I will see that you are near
You will not be
to each other.
really separated. Johann, lam
glad to see you."
This last he addressed to a man
who had just come aboard. He was
a respectable, prosperous looking
farmer, who evidently had come to
hire some of the passengers.
There, madam," said he as the
farmer passed on, there is a man
who owns a thousand acres of the
best and brightest land the sun
shines on property that in Germany would entitle him to the highest consideration. He came here a
bond servant. He now sits down
under his own roof-tree; he has

"

"

?

-

"

"

?

plenty. He could not have attained to this in Germany. I shall
interest him in you."
" Sir," said I, as he turned hastily
to follow the farmer, "do you know
Mr. Ducrois ?"
"Mr. Ducrois of Germantown f"
same, sir."
" The
Why, yes, my lad; he is at New
"
fork with the King's troops. But
I will see you again." So saying he
crossed the deck and went below.
Mr. Keppele returned with the
farmer, whom he introduced to
Madam Kirch as Johann Schever.
The latter said that he could find
All Seamen

know the comforts of having

on

hand a

supply of Borden's Kagle liraud Condensed Milk. It can be used so agreeably for cooking, in coffee, tea and
chorolate. Lay in a supply for all kinds
of expeditions. Avoid unknown brands.

Martin Rodgers, will take them ; I
am sure of that."
Mr. Keppele pointed out to us
that this arrangement would be
well; that the farmer would require
but a three years' bond, and that he
himself would call that evening on
Mr. Rodgers and negotiate our sale
to him on as favorable terms as he

could.
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An Easy Way to Make Money.
Bent the deposits requested by the
various firms with which she has I have made $560.00 in SO days selling Dishwashers. 1 iiia my housework at the same
corresponded she would never have time.
I don't canvass. People come or send
for the Dish-washers. I handle the Mound
heard from them again. Or if she City
Dish-washer. It is the best on the market. It is lovely to sell. It washes and dries
had, she would have found their the
dishes perfectly in two minutes. Every
lady who sees it wants one. 1 will devote all
work of no account. There is no my future time to the business, and expect
to clear $4,000.00 this year. Any intelligent
need for any firm to advertise for person
can do as well as I have done. Write
particulars to the Mound City Dishcopyists in a remote city; if they for
washer Co., St. Louis, Mo.
really want to do legitimate work
Mrs. W. 13.
they can get them by the dozen
within a few blocks of their offices.
Suppose they did promise to pay
Colleges and Academies.
her twenty dollars for copying a
thousand letters. If these were any
length, Aunt liride ventures to as- ?it. m. Mary's Academy,
sert that it would take Ella six
M anchester, N. H.
months, at least, to do them, and she jOAUWim SCHOOL for yonng ladle*
would have to work eight hours a -* Please send for catalogue to
The Mtttacr Superior.
day. Twenty dollars would hardlypay for that job would it?
Perhaps some of Aunt Bride's
girls may be able to suggest some Notre Dame Academy,
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
practical scheme by which a half
invalid like Ella may piece out her
Preparatory and advanced courses.

But Mr. Keppele and Johann
to point out to Madam
Kirch that the farms were but a
day's journey apart, and that, in
reality there would be no separation, before she would consent to
this arrangement. So presently this
lady of good birth, of gentle bringing-up, signed the indenture bond,
as did her daughters, to serve during the term of three years in said income.
Aunt Buide.
service and Employment as the said
Johann Schever or his Assigns shall
there employ her according to the
OoOCKJOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCWDOg
Customs of the Country in the like

Schever had

"

Kind." In consideration of which
said Johann Schever doth here" thecovenant
by
and grant to and with
the same Dorothea Kirch to pay for
her Passage and to Allow her Meat,
Drink, Apparel and Lodging with
other Necessaries during the said
term ; and at the end of the same
Term to pay unto her the usual allowances, according to the Custom
of the Country in like Kind."
Poor lady! defrauded of her
money and bound with her children
to the stranger. My heart bled for
her, nor could I find words with
which to give her comfort.
( To be continued.)
AUNT BRIDE.

For circular address

THE SUPERIOR.

MT. ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY,

g Boarding and.Day School for Young Ladies.

HEADACHE

§ A Sour Stomach
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2 All proceed from imperfect di- 5

Brighton, Mass.

For

apply to the
SISTER SUPERIOR

2 gestion. It's easy to acquire 2
S PERFECT digestion by using Q Academy of the Assumption,
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§ Murray's
Charcoal
§
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THIS
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§

Tablets. §

It Is on the line of the Boston and Albany
Railroad. The location Is one of the most
healthful and picturesque In *Sev, England.
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
advantagefor out-door exercise. The currlcnlum of studies Is thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the branches necessary for a refined education. For particulars
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§19
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?
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(Continued from page /??.'
larly those of her girls who, needing
money badly, yet, for one reason or
another, can not go away from home
to earn it.
To Aunt Bride it is one of the
mostdisheartening things of life that
there should be people in the world May lmve A WIRY MAN
considerable pull ami vet not
be a politician, let us pull up that old
mean and hard-heartedand unscrupcarpet and put down a new one on X /.
ulous enough to take advantage of terms.

ege.
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poor, struggling workwomen. But
REFRIGERATORS
The UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME.
NOTRE DA.-IE, INDIANA.
there are hosts of that sort of deSI.OO
Si.OO
Classics,
Letters, Economics and History.
spicable creatures.
Every day
Journalism, Art, Science, Pharmacy, Law.
Down
I Per Week Civil,
I
Mechanical
and Electrical EngineerAunt Bride hears of some anxious,
ing, Architecture.
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Mayor. Has he got any insignia? " originally belonged to the Shark '
'
remarked the cockney.
family."
" Insignia ! What d'ye mean ? "

music ! It has killed the
" Stop the Even
aSensN
d onsense. baron!"
Mansfield smiled.

A physician who was slightly
Teacher.?What is a synonym,
Freddie t
deaf was summoned one night by a
Freddie.?A synonym is a word ring at his door-bell. He called
to be used in place of another word through the speaking-tube, Well?"
"
Doctor," said a voice in reply,
you can't spell.
"
is Harrison Vearick. I"?
" thisHarrison
"Do you know," said the Sunday? Got the earache?
"
school teacher, addressing a new Heat a brick, wrap it in dampened
pupil in the infant class, " that you flannel, and keep it close to your
ear till morning."
have a soul ? "
"Course I do," replied the little
But that isn't"?
" That
fellow, placing his hand over his
is all I should prescribe
"
heart.

.May 30, 1903.

16

i quoth the puzzled Scotsman.

; that is to say, has
" Yes, insignia the

lie a chain V"

polite visitor
hinted.
Whereupon the almost dumbfounded native gasped out: "A
chain, sir? The Provost chained?
Xa, na ! He gangs loose ; but dinna
be feared, he's quite harmless."

Wll k.n

editiirs makemistakesevery-

body knows about them. If an editor has not been rendered callous by
years of experiencehe sutlers keenly
when an error in his paper is pointed
out to him. Think of what the editor must have felt who penned the
following
"In the editorial entitled, Total
'
Abstinence ]>est for the Great Majority from the Cradle to the Grave,'

" I can feel it tick."

CUIMARD LINE.
Fast Twin
Screw Steamers.

New, 14,-280 tons, COO feet long, fitted with
Marconi's wireless system. Rooms upper
decks midship. Perfect ventilation.
Boston, Queenstowu, Liverpool.
Saxoniasails June -J, June 30, July 28.
Ivernia sails June 1(1, July 14.
(Tltonla sails June23, third class only.
Discount allowed on combined Outward
and Return First and Second Cabin fares,
A Cunarder from New York every Saturday
Rates, sailings, plans,etc., apply ALEXANDER MARTIN, Agent, 126 State St., Boston.

for you if I should see you, Mr.
Harrison. If it isn't better in the
Pretty tiresome, isn't it ? " remorning, let me know. Good-night."
marked the first man at a reception. And, disdaining further conversa" It is so," replied the other. I'd tion, he crawled back to bed, while
sneak out if I could, but my wife Mr. Harrison Yearick went away to
would get mad. She's a friend of find another doctor.
the hostess."
I'd sneak out, too, but my wife
A Londoner, just arrived at a
would be furious. She's the hostess." Scottish town, and on his way to a in the last number of the Christian , Fast Twin-Screw Passenger Service
hotel, addressed the porter who led Advocate, we intended to say total BOSTON to LIVERPOOL
The new teacher asked of the the way : Not a large place this ?
(VIA QUEENSTOWN.)
" abstinence for all rests on an imSailing from Pier 7, Hoosac Tunnel Docks,
class the following question "John
No verra," was the answer.
pregnable foundation,' but the word Oharlestown, on WEDNESDAYS.
had five oranges. James gave him
Saloon, $80 upwards. Third class at low
Next question came :?
impregnable was printed imprac- rates.
eleven, and he gave Peter seven.
Has it a corporation ?
ticable.' In another part of the same
How many did he have left ?
"A wbat, sir?" inquired the bagpaper a correspondent referred to
Before this problem the class re- gage bearer.
Gibraltar, Qenoa, Naples.
Please, sir," said a young
coiled.
the Rev. Solomon Sharp, a devout Saloon rates, $60 upward; 2d Saloon, $60
I mean, who rules it ?"
lad, we always does our sums in
and able Methodist preacher who Sailinglist and full particulars of
Rules it? .list the Provost."
apples."
Ah, the Provost. Like our lord flourished a century ago, as having DOMINION LINE, 77-81 State St., Boston.
"Johnny," said his mother,
severely, some one has taken a big r ,---^^.^---- ,,.,-,,
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piece of gingercake out of the
"35 YEARS A STANDARD PIANO."
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pantry."
Johnny blushed, guiltily.
" O Johnny," she exclaimed, " I
didn't think it was in you ! "
replied Johnny.
" It ofain't?all,"
in Elsie."
it's
Part
"

A little chap four years of age
met with the misfortune to have his
hat blow into the river. When he

reached home, his father said to
him, It's a wonder you didn't blow"
overboard, too."
"I couldn't," was the quick response. " I was fastened to my feet!"
complained Mr. Stubbs,
" Maria,"
are only two buttons on my
there
"
coat. Why don't you sew the rest
on?"
Because I like to see you in

stores sell no more than twelve to tweiity pianos yearly,
3^6 fromsl to ® 2 pr fit n each They

"

can-tTelpt

style, John," replied Mrs. Stubbs.
" Style, Maria ? " say two-button
" Yes. The papers
coats are all the go this spring."

Richard Mansfield is a stickler
for every little point in the presentation of his plays, yet now and then
the unexpected happens in such a
way as to provoke a smile from one
who is not considered the most
humorous of actors. In the final
scene of"A Parisian Romance,"
Mansfield as Baron Chevrial falls
dead at supper, amid the talking
and music. The doctor in the play
calls out, " Stop the music ! The baron
is dead ! " and the curtain falls. On
one occasion Mansfield was playing
a one-night stand in a small country
town, where the music of the local
orchestra was atrocious. At the
supper scene Mansfield fell dead as
usual, but the actor who was playing
the part of the doctor cried out:
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Wing Piano:
perfectly the
feature
toneof the mandolin, guitar, haip, zither and banjo. Music
written for these instruments, with and without piano accomplayed just as perfectly by a single player
paniment, can be
on the -oiano as thoughrendered by an entire orchestra. The
been patented by us,
tart
attachment
and it cannot be had in any other piano, although there are
several imitationsof it.
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We refer to i.er 36,000 satisfied purchasers in every part 01*
the United States. WING PIANOS are guaranteedfor 12
any defect in tone, action, workmanship, or
years

Attachments _____!!
Instrumental
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A special
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[iii fir. is a representative Wing style, beingourconeert
c rlctll'U'
I HIS
grand, with longest strings, largest size sotindboard and most powerful action, giving the greatest volume and
copperpower of tone. It has f% octavos, with overstrung scale,registers;
wound bass strings; three strings in the middle and treble
"built-up" wrest plank, ''dove-tailed top and bottom frame^'builtup" end case construction; extra heavy metal plate; solid maple frame;
and ebony
Canadian spruce sound-board; noiseless pedalaction; ivory
keys, highlypolished; hammers treated by our special tone-regulating
revolving
device, making them elastic and very durable; grand
fallwalnut, figured mahogany,genuine
quartered oak, and ebonized; ornamented with handsome carved top
hand-carving
on the music desk, trusses, pilasters,
mouldings and
alld oot tGm frame.
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Old instruments taken in exchange.

A Wing style-tfother styles to'select from.

3«st as carefully made
«*?*«-'
» T ,u O v*i
as Wmg Pianos. They
have a sweet, powerful, lasting tone, easy action, veryhandneed no tuning. __.Wing organs are sold
appearance,
_T*
,_.
direct from the factory, sent on trial; are sold on easy
monthy payments. For catalogue and prices write to us.
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